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CfIAPTEU I
INI'IWJ)UCTION

The Purpose of the Research
TodQy, admissions committees of most educational institutions beyond the
secondary school utilize tests for the selection of applicants.

A good selee-

tion test used in conjunction with other information should "rive indication of
the prospective student's potential for completing the program and for succeedtng in the field for which tIle program offers preparation.

The results of sucll

tests should also assist in the guidance of the students by pointing out their
specific strengths and veaknesses.
To a school of nursing, also, and its committee on admission, the wise
use of tests and other selection tools is of paramount importance.

Decause the

dewlnd for nurses has far exceeded the available supply, the field of nursing
has long been one of opportunity.

The number of girls entering nursing schools

has sbolm a general increase over the years, but the high witJldrawal rate continues to be a problem despite the various admission testing programs and. selection devices.
lril0

During the past two decades, for example, one-third of the girls

enrolled in nursing programs each year withdrew before completing the proTo produce the maximum number of nurses

2

and yet to prevent the social

. lAmerican Nurses Association, I"acts About N'ursiOO (New York: The Association, 1960), p. 77.
2According to Nursing !1esources: A Progress Heport of ~e Program of the
Division of Nursing Uesources, Public Health gemce Publication No. 551 {Washington: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and i{ellare), Chart 9, it is estimated
1

2

waste resulting from accepting those not qualified and to avoid the frustration
and discouragement of students who fail in the nursing education program, faculties of nursing schools continue to evaluate the various selection criteria in
an attempt to find better assessing instruments, more effective selection
procedures.
In evaluating the usefulness of a battery of tests in the selection
process, the most iDportant criterion, one that a school of

nl~sing

check very carefully, is the predictive validity of the battery.

will wish to

Validity may

be defined succinctly as "the degree to which the test actually measures what it
purports to measure. lt3

In other words, how effective is this test or battery

for the specific purpose to which it is put? To What extent does it accurately
indicate future learning success in the nursing program? Before using a test, a
faculty will want to know:

lIow does this test function for all groups using it?

After having used a test for some time, a faculty will want to find out how
useful the test has been in the local selection process.
function in this particular situation?

Ilow does this test

In making a comprehensive study, not

only will it be 'Well to evaluate the predictive ability of the entire exa.mination, but also to obtain information about the relative effectiveness of each
test in the battery.

For example, d.oes each test contribute to the prediction

of success in becoming a nurse or is there a great deal of overlap in the various tests in this respect?
Iw~ich

Can one or more be discarded as being of little use?

ones have the greatest value as predictors and, therefore, should be given

the greatest weight in

evall~ting

the applicant? What ranges or score limita-

that, by 1970, 270,000 addi tional nurses It-l11 be needed over and above the
normal increase in nursing resources expected (luring the next ten years.
3Anne Anastasi, Psychol~gical Testing
ed. rev., 1961), p. 29.

(New

York: Macmillan Company, 2d

3

tions can be reoommended as indicated by the relationship between soores and
success in the nursing school and on the licensure examination?
Since st. Joseph Hospital's School of Nursing, Fort Wayne, Indiana, has
been using the National League of Nursing Pre-Entrance and Guidance Examination
(hereafter referred to as the NLN PNG) since 1950, it is fitting

~lat

a critical

and comprehensive appraisal be made of this particular instrument and its .pre-

dictive value in the nursing education program.

Various studies have shown that

the validity of the NLN battery or portions of it has varied from school to
school, probably beoause of differences in admission and retention requirements
of the schools as well as differences in criteria variables.

A significant but

limited correlation study vas made by Schotzk04 on the first hundred applicants
who took the Amerioan Council on Education Psychological Test (hereafter referred to as the ACE--a portion of the NLN PNG test battery) and who subsequently passed the licensure examination.

She found highest relationship

existing between the linguistic or L scores and success as measured by passing
the State Board Examination. 5 The expectancy tables constructed showed that at
least two-thirds of all stud.ents whose L scores were above the mean also made
scores above the mean on the licensure examination, whereas about two-thirds of
those whose L scores were Delow the mean also made scores below the mean on the
licensure examination except in one area of clinical nursing. 6 No upper or
lower limits were established, however, and she recommended that a study be made
also of the other tests in the battery to determine their relative importance
and predictive validity.7
4 Sister totary Theodori ta Schotzko, itA Statistical Analysis of Test Data
for Use in the Selection of Nursing Students" (unpublished Haster's thesis,
Gatllo1ic University of Anlcrica, 1958).

5 Ibid ., p. 23.

7Ibid., p. 38.

6Ibid ., pp. 37-38.
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Moreover, a cursory survey of test results over the years as related to
subsequent performance in school achievement poses a question at times as to the
wisdom of decisions made in admitting or refusing candidates on the basis of information received and weighed.

What Henry Chauncey, President of the Educa-

tional Testing Service, said of college adndssions applies equally to the
selection of applicants for nursing:
Test scores, no matter how revealing, are not intended as a substitute for
data such as the individual's previous record, his extra-curricular interests and his attitudes toward his education. It is only through the use of
tests together with other sources of understanding of the individual that
the best decisions will be made. S
r.ognizant of the fact that other causative and intangible factors, such
as personality difficulties, poor study habits, unrealistic interest patterns,
and personal problems are at work to influence a student's achievement and success, we would like to probe below the surface by making a post hoc analysis of
the cumulative records in an effort to minimize the attrition rate and. to aid in
the selection process.

Therefore, in making a follow-up study of Ule validity

of a test and its usefulness in determining admission policies, it seems appropriate to compare the relative and combined validities of high school achievement data and other information given on

~le

application form to find what part

these also play in contributing to the prediction of success or failure of Ute
applicant.

Is it possible that they may be of more importance than tbe scholas-

tic aptitude and/or achievement subtests in Ute battery? "'llat is the degree of
relationship between scholarship in the high school t as rep:t'esented by grade
averages, and scholarship in the nursing scllool; between high school scholarship
and passing the licensure examination?

How much value can be given to the

By-Ienry Chauncey, Annual. Re~ort to the .:soard of Trustees, A Report to the
Testing Service on Test Development and Analysis, Princeton, New
Jersey, 1955-1956 (Princeton Educational 'resting Service, 1956), p. 23.

~~ducational

5

intelligence test score on tile high school transcript?

Do high school marks in

mathematics, science, and/or English differ appreciably from the general high
school average; and if so, do any of these correlate significantly witil success
in nursing education?
The Questions to be Investigated
This investigation is concerned primarily with answering the following
question:

lIo,,, valid are the various tests in the NLN PNG battery as predictor

variables in determining the applicant's subsequent scholastic success--success
defined. as graduation from the school of nursing and passing the licensure
examination?
furthermore, due to the emphasis placed on theory and clinical practice
at various stages in the nursing scllool programs, the author seeks to detemine
the correlations between (1) the predictor variables and the first-year averages
in the school of nursing; and (2) the predictor variables and the final averages
in the school of llursing to note any significant tron<} or difference as indicated by these coefficients and to see which average is more closely related to
the SBTP examination.
Then, in order to mal>:e the study as complete and as meaningful as possible, t.he writer hopes to answer this question:

What variables might prove

valuable in setting up a practical regression equation in predicting suecess as
defined above'?

In determining such an equation, however, the author wishes to

coneid.er, too, pertinent facts as furnished by the high scbool transcript which
~ay

be of value in establishing a formula for prediction.

IWise asks:

Therefore. she like-

What relation exists between the 11ir)1 sclloo1 average and/or rank and

success in the nursing program? now does this compare with the coefficients of
correlation found on the

~1W~

PNG tests?

Of what importance is the high school

6

intelligence test as a predictor?
Another facet that concerns the admissions cODmlittee is that so many
students withdraw from the program.

What characteristic differences, i f any,

can be found both in NLN PMi scores and in bacl{ground information as given on
the application forms that nBy aid in the selection process and in lessening the
attrition rate?

In this part of the investigation, therefore, the writer will

compare the "success" group with those who withdrew.

Although this third sec-

tion of the study does not purport to be an exhaustive one (this particular
phase of investigation is a research project in itself), the writer hopes to
supplement and complement the test data with other facts attainable from the
cumulative records in order to d.iscover any differences that may exist between
the groups that may be symptomatic clues to d.ropouts and failures.
Before proceeding with the investigation as outlined, however, a
description of the pred.ictor and criterion variables is in order, as well as
basic background information on the status of prediction theory in general and
of pertinent research in the nursing area in particular so that the reader will
understand the problem more fully.
The Predictor Variables:

The h'LN PNU Dattery

The National League for Nursing Pre-Nursing and Guidance I!xamination,
commonly referred to as the NLN l>NG, consists of a battery of five tests-scholustic aptitude, reading, achievement tests in arithmetic, natural science, and
social studies--and requires 230 minutes to administer. 9 According to the
League, "The tests chosen for this battery are designed to measure capacities
and profieiencies related to the development of registered nurse competencies
90sear Buros (ed.), Fifth Hental Measurement Yearbook (Highland Pnrk,
New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1959), p. 938.
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that might reasonably be expected of high school graduates."lO The tests are
changed from time to time to keep pace with new developments and to prevent
familiarity with test content.
The battery may be taken b.Y

~pplicants

to any state-approved school of

professional nursing in the United states, its possessions and in Canada.

It is

used almost entirely for applicants to diploma schools, since applicants to
degree programs usually take the same examination given to candidates for other
programs in the colleges.

Usually it is administered as a group test in

selected centers all over the country at tl.le request of the school of nursing or
of applicants to these schools.

Directions for the test are standardized.

battery is administered in one day vith time allowed for luncheon.

The

The League

schedules the testing dates, assumes responsibility for its administration by a
psychologist or psychometrist, and scores all tests.

Individual profiles of

test results are sent to the schools designated by the respective applicants.
Results are reported as raw soores and as

pel~entiles,

the latter based on the

scores made by all applicants who took the test during the preceding year.

The

Shayeoft studyll recommended that each sehool determine its own admission standards, however, and the League's Testing Service so advises. 12
The I\.'LN Test of Academic Aptitude.-At the time of this study this test
was the American Council on Education Psychological Test, often referred to as
the A(,"E.

The test, prepared by the Cooperative Test Division of Education

Testing Service, has enjoyed wide acceptance as a test of scholastic aptitude
lONational League for Nursing, The Use of Tests in Schools of Nursin"
The National League for Nursing Pre-Nursing antI Guidance Bxamination Pamphlet
No.1, 3d ed. (tkw York: National League for Nursing, 1961), p. 3.
llMarion Shaycoft, itA Validation Study of the Pre-Nursing and Guidance
Test Battcr,y," ~can Journal of Nursing, LI (March, 1951), 205.
12National League for Nursing, loco cit., pp. 26-29.
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for college freshmen generally and for professional schools as well, including
schools of nursing.

It is termed a general intelligence test and consists of

six sub-tests, three of which (Arithmetic, Figure Analogies, and Number Series)
involve mathematical and spatial abilities.

The former three yield the quanti-

tative or Q score; the latter three yield the linguistic or L score; the total
score is the sum of the Q and I, scores.
Al though Super13 referred to the AC1i~ Psychological Test as one of the
most valuable group tests of intelligence and said that adequate funds for necessary research had made it possible to develop this test as an unusually valid
and. reliable instrument,14 more recently Anastasi stated, "The Linguistic and
Quanti tntive scores seem to be factorially complex
prete

and.

hence difficult to inter-

Speed also plays an unduly prominent part in determining these scores • .,15

She also added. that in the large number of follow-up studies the results varied
",>1dely with the level and heterogeneity of the sample and with the nature of the
courses. 16
The

1~N

Rending Comprehension Test.--This test is from the Cooperative

English Test, Higher Level, of the Ji!ducational 'llesting Bureau and consists of
two parts:

Speed of Comprehension, and Level of Comprehension.

The first part

takes into account both the speed and tile accuracy with which the person tnking
the test can read materials of varying degrees of difficulty; the second measures the degree of lmderstanding with which she can read a specific amount of
material.

Speed is not considered in this latter score.

13Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1949), p. xv.
l4Ibid., p. 123.
15Anastasi, loc • ..£li., p. 227.

16 Ibid •
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1he I'IIl.N Mathematics Tcst.--This test, an achievement test adapted from
the Cooperative Mathematics Test for grades 7, 8, and 9, gives an indication of
the degree to which the applicant has mastered arithmetic skills.
The NLN Natural Science Achievement Test.-This, too, is from the Cooperative General Achievement Test, Test II,

l~tural

Science.

It measures general

proficiencies in the field of the natural sciences, physical and biologic, such
as knowledge of the terms and concepts essential to an understanding of these
sciences and ability to comprehend and interpret subject matter in the field.
The NLN Social Studies Achievement Test.--Consisting of the Cooperative
General Culture Test, Part II, IIistory and Social Studies, this section of the
battery emphasizes general rather than specific aspects of the social studies
and. provides an estimate of the applicant's backgrO\Uld of knowledge and
lmderstanding in tllis area.
The Criterion Variables
Different criteria have been used in defining "success 1t in the field of
nursing.

As often practiced in colleges generally, early stUdies used as a

criterion the grade-point average attained in the first six months or preclinical period.

A unique but important factor in nursing, however, is that

"success" involves more than theoretical concepts and factual knowledge.

One

may question 'Whether the ability to survive even the first year is a true measure of success.

Furthermore, as Stui t discovere(l, the coefficient of correla-

tion decreased from .54 in the first six months of nursing to .44 during the
first year and to .40 after that. 17

Burkhart18 also reached the same general

17De,...ey B. Stui t, Predicting Success in Professional Schools (\\'ashington: American Council on education, 1949), pp. 170-172.

l~avid K. Burkhart, "The Value of Selected Psychological Tests for
Predicting Academic Achievement at General College, Boston University"

10
conclusion in his study.
A measure of professional success might be the most meaningful, but this
information is difficult to obtain objectively.
Board Test Pool (often referred to as the

Sb~P)

Since the advent of the State
Examination, this test has

become a more practical criterion; for, according to state law, no one can
engage in nursing without having passed the licensure examination.

This repre-

sents, if not the ultimate in professional success or development, at least the
minimum academic standard for beginning nurses.

.Horeo~·er,

since nursing educa-

tion curricula emphasize those aspe cta considered important by state boards of
nursing examiners, one 'WOuld expect graduation to represent the fact that the
student is equipped to achieve the status of IIUcensed" or "registeredll nurse.
Therefore, in assessing the nursing education program in a given school, {lirectors will want to note whether or not any discrepancies exist between success as
measured by graduation and success as measured by passing the SDTP examination
and the relationship of both with the predictor variables.

From Taylor's

survey19 of the status of predictive studies, it can be deduced that high school
grade-point average appears to be related to both acadeluc and clinical grades
(.43 and .37 respectively), whereas the ACI~ L score and Q score show little

relationship to clinical courses (.11 and .15 respectively) .20 lIe states, RIn
general, the correlation dropped from academic or theory grades to clinical or
practice grades, indicating that the best predictors of the former criterion are
not necessarily the best predietors of the latter criterion."21

For this reason

(unpublished Master's thesis, lJoston University, 1949).
19Calvin W. Taylor et al., Selection and Reeruitment of Nurses and
l\Jursing St~ents (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, n.d., 1)963J).
20Ibid., p. 33.
21 I bid.

11
'We have included seven criterion variables in tJlis study-the first-year average, the final average, and the SDTP standard scores in the five nursing areasto note the extent of variation, if any.
The state Doard Test Pool Bxamination
At present, the state Board Test Pool Examination consists of five
examinations covering the major clinical areas of nursing--medical, surgical,
obstetric, pediatric, and psychiatric.

The examination integrates knowledge and

understanding of basic nursing techniques and subjects by means of situationtype questions of the multiple-choice variety.

Since 1950, all states have used

this examination in licensing professional nurses.

It is a service of the

National I..ea.",oue for Nursing Education, Department of Measurement and Gui(iance.
Only students who have satisfactorily completed. their courses and are wi thin
ninety days of graduation from an approved school of nursing may write the examination at state testing centers.
its own passing score.

Each state Doard of Nursing Examiners sets

In Indiana and Illinois the minimum passing score is 350

in each of the five areas.

(The national mean is 500.)

The League scores all

papers and returns the reBul ts to the state Board of Nursing Examiners who in
turn reports to each school the standard scores for the stUdents from that
school.
Since passing the examdnation is absolutely essential to becoming a
registered nurse, scores on Ulis examination can be used to judge the validity
of the NLN PNG.

When inte!preting these pre-entrance tests, however, and in

making correlation studies, the Ileague Testing Service "'"arne:
Like other paper and pencil tests, it can measure the knowledge, understandings and judgmental abilities which tJle candidate for licensure will bring
to a nursing situation but it cannot evaluate actual performance in the
situation--the examination can tell if the candidate will know what to do
but it cannot tell whether she will do it.
The licensing authority
however must depend upon the fact that she bas received her diploma or other

12
credentials signifying graduation from a nursing school, rather than upon
the licensure exandnution for assurance that she is sufficiently qualified
in these respects to give safe nursing care. 22
For this latter reason, a student's gr[tdes earned in a school of llursing, which are a combination of subject-matter mastery and clinical performance,
offer additional criteria for correlation study and comparison and will also be
used as criterion variables.
Limitations and Assumptions
This investigation of the predictive value of the NLN battery and of
certain high school record data in relation to subsequent scholastic achievement
in the school of nursing and. to success in the S.nTP examination has definite
limi tations.

Some of these are stated in the body of the paper in proper

sequence, but several general statements are in order here.
The data useel are secondary source data.

'l'he tests were administered

over a period of eight years, which means that the students comprising the
sample we:t;e not always contemporaries.

The record. d.a ta -was derived from various

schools with various marking systems and standards.

It is realized, too, that

considerable doubt has been cast on the reliability and validity of teachers'
marks.
The term "validity" of a test is itself rather ephemeral, for it can be
affected by extraneous influences and has no inherent or necessarily true or
certain nature.

Furthermore, the self-selectivity of the group destroys the

effectiveness of an instrument designed to measure academic promise over a wider
runge.
Dearing directly upon the problem of validity coefficients is the
i)'l

<-"'National League for Nursing, "Studying state Board Test Scores,"
American Journal of Nursin/Z, LV (September, 1955), 1095.

13
reliability and validity of any given criterion, for example, course grades,
standanls or meaning of success, validity and reliability of the SBTP examination; for all criterion measures nre only partial in that they measure only a
part of success on the job.

The problem was to choose the most satisfactory

from among those that appeared more feasible.
Furthermore, generalizations made from this study can be applied only
to a limited extent to students enrolled in similar schools in similar
circumstances.
Finally, there was lack of statistical rigor and methodology in
analyzing the complex environmental or experiential factors examined in the
study of the withdrawal-failure group.
personal

jud~~ent

Interpretation here was based on

as well as empirical evidence.

-ClIAPTrn II
REVIhV OF TIIE LITERATURE

The Problem of

Predic~

To predict the status of an individual requires a knowledge of many
variables and of their interaction.

Because of the complexities of human life

and of the human person, one realizes that prediction poses a formidable problem.

Prediction has been approached from various points of view:

(1) intelli-

gence or scllolastic aptitude tests; (2) past achievement as indicated by school

rank or grade average; (3) special aptitude tests; (4) interest inventories,
personality tests, attitude scales, study habit scales, and other motivational
or situational types of ratings.

A brief examination of the status and value of

each of these instruments or techniques according to the information presently
at hand may lead to better understanding of the problem.
Intelligence Tests.--Theoretically, one of the best predictors of
academic success :3hould be a test of mental ability.

Brown, however, questions

scores on intelligence tests in predicting achievement in college,! and experience lead.s us to concur that these instruments leave mucb to be explained in
attempting to forecast success.

Although there are various factors that can be

cited 'Which have a bearing on variation in performance, probably the fundamental
reason for the dissatisfaction witll intelligence test scores in prediction is
lAIIY Frances Drown, Research in Nursiyg (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders
Company, 1958), p. 218.
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~lat,

although such tests are designed to measure capacity to succeed, they tell

nothing about willingness to use this ability; that is, they indicate in general
tlte extent to which an applicant

~

master work but do not give assurance that

she viII master it.
Super concludes that correlation between intelligence tests and grades
is not very high.

Summaries indicate that in college the coefficients of corre-

lation range from .20 to .70 vith the modal coefficients being .30 and .50. 2
Perusal of the Ii terature and of research studies show that intelligence test
scores have a d.efini te relationsltip to success only when combined with other
kinds of information, particularly with achievement data. 3 For example, the
school grade indicates some measure of how the applicant has been using her
abili ty in the past, and. experience has sltovn that good habits of study developed in high school very likely will be used at the next educational level.

The

factors related to aead.emic success in high school--apti tude, personal adjustment, interest, study methods-also operate at the college level.

It

may be

that a girl who is very much interested in nursing will exert much more effort
~lan

she exhibited while in high school, for experiential evidence demonstrates

that underachievers in high school may change considerably as they mature or are
gi ven a change of environment or a purposeful goal.

Past AchieTement.-Under this category can be placed the high school
average, tbe high school rank, and the high school standardized achievement
tests as means of forecasting future success in college.

The attention given to

high school grades by college counselors as measures of prediction bas waxed and
2Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1949), p. 90.
3Itobert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, l-feasurement and Flvaluation in
P~cbolo~ and Education (New York: John Wil~ and Sons, Inc., 1955),
Pp. 230-31.
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waned.

Defore the popularity of scholastic aptitude tests as measures of pre-

diction, much emphasis was given to grades in high school or to rank in the
graduating class.

Criticism has been leveled at these two criteria, however,

for a number of reasons.

For example, there exists a wide diversity not only

among school systems and among schools in the same system, but also within the
school.

This disagreement occurs not only in standards used and in factors con-

sidered in assiE.,l'l1ing marks but also in the significance attached to them.

Hore-

over, since schools differ in academic standar(ls, in qualifications of their
faculties, in the type of subject offerings, in ability levels of students, and
in selection policies, class rank, too, can be deceptive.
from a research report by Danneskiold and

~1ills

The following reprint

states the basic objections:

••• One obvious difficulty in using the high school grade-point average
for selection purposes is noted at this point. There is a wide variation in
academic standards and levels of accomplishment of high schools not only
throughout the country, but within particular cities and regions.
Institutions of higher learning are often faced with selecting from
arJong applicants wilO come from higb schools differing markedly in the acad.emic quality of their student body. This occurs in large cities which
contain high schools of many types. It also occurs throughout the nation
~ere sharp differences are noted between certain rural and certain urban
high schools.
Even if two high schools may turn out approximately the same quality of
academically trained graduates, the standard for grading within each of
these schools often varies to a considerable degree. Of course, a true
measure of accomplislullel!.~ in the secondary school would be an excellent predictor of accomplisll1uent at higher institutions. However, due to the unreliability of high school grades they must be viewed with extreme caution
,>'hen used for accepting and rejecting. 4

IA high-ranking student, for instance, in a school 'Whose students have an average
IQ of 125 is likely to be better scholastically than a high-ranking student in a
school whose student population has an average IQ of 95.

A student in the lower

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------4"'1'he Psychological Corporation, Unreliability of IIitili School Grades a
Hajor Factor in Selection, Nurse Testing Bulletin, No. 552 ~(New York: The
Psychological Corporation, September, 1955), p. 4. [jteprint from flex D. Dannesldold and James A. Hills, The Predictive Testinn: })ro[!ram at the Brooklvn Colleae
of HJ.armacy (New York: The Psychological Corporation. 1955~ •
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quarter of one high school may be better prepared than one in the upper quarter
in another school.
The sUbjectiveness of teachers' marl,s was emphasized in an informative
investigation by Carterti of variables that enter into the assi~:;nment of marl(s.
He indicated that teachers' marks represent not only achievement but also show
the effects of intelligence, of the socia-economic status, and of the personality of the student upon the teacher.
Chauncey and I'red.eriksen aver that
• in general, predictions of college achievement from high school
achievement have been found to be fairly accurate; but predictions based on
average grades are inferior to predictions from rank-in-class • • • •
Hank-in-class is more predictive than avera~e grades because it eliminates some of the variability due to difference~ in grading practices. 6
They note, nevertheless, that rank is still susceptible to errors arising from
differences among schools in the average quality of instruction and the average
caliber of the student taught, and more serious, to errors resulting from lack
of uniformity in the procedure used to determine rank.

For example, School A

may base the rank on all students in the school; School B may consider only
those in the college preparatory curriculW11; School G may compute rank from the
average obtained from academic subjects only.
'.

In spite of all these difficul-

ties, however, they conclu{le that rank-in-class is usually the best single pre!:.ietive index available to the college admissions officer.

Correlations around

.e,5 are commonly found between ranking measures and achievement in college. 7
Various studies seem to substantiate the above statements.

For example,

Hosen and Van Horn found that high school rank was relatively as effective as
5Uobert S. Carter, "Non-Intellectual Variables Involved in Teachers'
Harks," Journal of I~<lucational Research, XLVIII (October, 1953),81-95.
6E• F. IJindquist (ed.), Educational ~leasurement (iiashington: American
Council on Education, 1951), pp. 81-88.
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tests in selecting

freslu~

students and that the addition of a placement test

corroborated the former record. S Florida State University's comprehensive
study, based on entering freshmen, correlated first semester college grades with
achievement test scores, aptitude test scores, and ldff,h sehool grade-point average and found that the best correlation was obtained with the high school average, wherens the achievement test scores and the ACE scores gave lower correlation coefficients. O GarrettlO and Cosand1 1 in reviewing some 270 investigations
covering the period between 1919-1947 and 1931-1950 respectively COIlcluded that
at most levels previous academic success is about as good as any other predictor
or perhaps a little better and that, at the college level, high school achievement (rank or average) gives a better index than any other measure.
Several studies in the field of nursing do not agree with this. however.
sartain's study of eighty students of nursing found the Potts-Dennett nursing
aptitude test almost as good a predictor

8S

any combination studied.

This

instrument yielded a correlation coefficient of.677 in the sample studied,
'\ihereae the high school average with nursing school grades gave a coefficient of
.460.

lIe attributes the lower valid.ity of the high school average to a weakness

--,---------------------------------------------------------------------------8Ned A. Rosen and John \{. Van Horn, "The Selection of College Scholarship Stud,ents: Statistical V8. Clinical M~thods," Personnel and Guidance
Journa~, XL (Octob('r, 1961), 150-54.
9:Florida state University, Office of Educational Hesearch and Service,
A study of Grades I~a.rned by First-Time Florida l"reshmen in Halation to Plorida
State-Wide Twelfth Grade TestiuI( Program Scores AC:i:i Examination Scores~~ and
~Iit.th School Records (Tal~ahassee: The University, 1958).
IOn. H. Garrett, t~ Review and Interpretation of Investigations of
Pactors Helated to Scholastic Success in Colleges of Arts and Sciences and
Teachers Colleges, tt iJ:.ournal of Experimental Education, XVII J (Decemher, 1949),
n-138.
llJoseph P. Cosand, "Admission Cri terin: A Review of the Literature,"
California Journal of Secondary Education, XXVIII (January, 1953), 12-21.
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inherent in working with averages which were expressed in terms of letters, numbers, or descriptive adjectives and which he had to convert to a common
denomina tor .12
Stuit published an article giving a median of .54 between the scholastic
aptitude test scores and grades in the first six months' period in nursing and a
median of .43 between the students' previous scholastic
achievement for the first six months.

reco~and

subsequent

Because the size of tile coefficient

decreased after the first year, he concluded that high scores on scholastic
aptitude tests predicted reliably during the early part of the program. 13
As for achievement tests, two types must be distinguisbedj namely, the

specific fields and the broad fields types.

Tylcrl4 and Chauncey and Frederik';"

sen15 agree that the best predictor of success in a particular subject matter
field is a lower level achievement test in the same field.

Validity coeffi-

cients generally compare with those obtained between scholastic aptitude test
scores and general measures of college achievement.

From the many investiga-

tiona carried out in a variety of school situations. coefficients of correlati&n
range from .30 to .80 with most. of them at or near .Sr..

LeJUl(in illustrated in

his studyl6 that the rather high coefficients are due to the similarity of items
in both types of tests.

Anastasi, however, calls attention to the two types of

12A. Q. Sartain, »Predicting Success in Schools of Nursing," Journal
of Applied Psychology, XXX (June, 1946), 234-40.
13Dewey B. stuit, Predicting Success in Professional Schools (Wasbington: American Council on Education, 1949), pp. 170-72.
14180na I~. Tyler, Tests and Heasurements (r:!nglewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-IIall, Inc., 1963), p. 57.
15Lindquist, loco cit., p. 98.
16Rogcr T. Lennon, ItTlle lie1ationship bet~·een Intelligence and Achievement Test Resu1 ts for a Group of Communi ties. t1 The Journal of Educational
Plt!Ycholol.!Y, XL (Nay, 1950), 301-08 •
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achievement tests--the newer, general achievement tests--such as the Iowa Test
of Educational Development which probably measure intelligence as ,,,ell as
achievement, and the older, specific subject type such as the Cooperative Test
series.

She states:

. • • traditional achievement tests 'Which are more closely linked to
specific courses measure more nearly distinct skills and knowledge. For
this reason, they are likely to yield lower correlations with intelligence
tests than have been found for broad achievement tests. If combined with
intelligence tests, therefore. the specialized acllievement tests will contribute more unique, non-overlapping variance and may permit better
prediction of subsequent outcomes. 17
The Joint Committee on School-College Relations of the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admission Officers and the

}~tional

Association of Secondary School Principals after they had reviewed the research
findings of Douglass, Durflinger, Garrett, Cosand t and otbers, including an
aggregate of about four hundred studies and over a thousand coefficients of
correlation, sUl1IUarize very well the consistent validity of certain prediction
variables.

They say:

The correlation between hi~l school achievement (rank in class and/or gradepoint average) and general college freshman achievement is about .56;
between general achievement test scores and college freshman marks about
.49; and between measured intelligence (and/or aptitude) and college freshman achievement about .45. When a combination of rank in class and aptitude
test scores is correlated with college freshman success, the correlation is
about .64. The combination of these three varial)les-ranl, in class.
achievement test score in English, and tested aptitude--produces the highest
correlation with academic success in college (about .70).18
SRecial Aptitude Tests.--8peoial aptitude tests have partioular

Si~lifi-

cance in measuring artistic, literary, musical, and mechanical apt! tudes.

The

selection of students for professional schools, however, does not involve ne"
17Anne Anastasi f Psychological Testing (New York: ~lacmil1an Company, 2d
ed. rev., 1961), p. 468.
18Joint Committee on School-College Relations of A.A.CHAO and NA••SSP, Hank
in Class (Washington: National Association of Secondary School Principals,
1962), p. 4.
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types of tests but specially administered testing programs.

The evidence does

not suggest the need for any special aptitudes not already covered by available
testS.

A typical battery includes a scholastic aptitude or general intelligence

test, one or more achievement tests on pre-professional training, and perhaps an
interest or personality test.

The intelligence test may be one for general use,

or, more often, its content slants toward the particular profession under
consideration.
As to validities reported on such tests, Layton l9 sounds a note of
caution regarding the use of national batteries without local validation.
Follow-up studies at the University of Ninnesota School of Dentistry yielded
lower valid.ity coefficients and a different pattern of correlations tllan those
found in other published studies.

Because of differences

ill

populations, grad-

iug standards, curricula, and oUler local conditions, batteries must be validated within individual schools.
Although psychologists in the past developed tests to identify special
talents by means of achievement testing and aptitude testing, today, they no
longer think tl18t intelligence measures "innate ability" but rather an
lyzable mixture of inborn potential and experience.
for varieties of aptitude tests.

'\ll'UUla-

This conclusion also holds

So called liability" as measured by mechauical-

apti tude tests, for instance, is partly an outgrowth of mecha..'1ical experience.
It is impossible to disentangle the natural from the acquired components of
aptitude. 20
r~garding

the nature of aptitudes or special talents, from research

based on tests it seems that aptitudes are more complex, more dependent on
19w. L. Layton, "Predicting SucceRS in Dental School, It Journal of
ApElied Psychology, XXXv~I (August, 1953), 251-55.
2Oryler, loco ~it., p. 56.
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-;pecial kinds of previous experience than we first thought they were.

Many

special talents are not measurable at all, at least by present procedures. 2l
Nevertileless, sound evidence has accumulated that people in different occupations do differ in special aoili ties.

A large-scale study by Thorndih:e and

IIagen22 confirms this conclusion but also indicates that the degree of success
a person will attain within an occupation cannot be predicted from his test

scores.

A rough sorting process seems to occur, and the goal for users of voca-

tiona! aptitude tests should be to facilitate this process so that it occurs
more quickly with less waste of time and talents.
Personality Tests.--Studies involving the use of personality tests,
particularly those of the paper and. pencil, group type of inventory, have
yielded discouraging results.

Al though we know that personality is an important

non-intellective factor not only in motivation and persistence in academic
achievement but also in the nurse-patient relationship, it is a factor which
remains too elusive to measure satisfactorily with tile instruments now at our
disposal.

other reasons advanced for this failure are the vulnerability of

obje.,tivc personality tests to Itfakin~" and/or the desire to "look good" on the
part of the 8ubjccts,23 and the influence of various kinds of response sets such
as social desirability, acquiescence, or deviance. 24 Horeover, it is difficult
21Ibid., IJP. 59-60.
22Robert Thorndike and Elizabetil Hagen. 10,000 Careers (New York: Hiley,
1959), pp. 27-8.

23walter Borg and Irene Healy, "Personality and Vocational Interests of
Successful and Unsuccessful Nursing School Freshmen," Educational and Psychological l-!ensurement, XII ("'inter, 1952), 767-75.
24ryler, loco cit., p. 73.
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to obtain criterion measures from life.

From Ellis's 25 examination of inventory

scores we learn that these have failed generally in prediction of future success
of an individual not only in school, but also on the job, and. in personal
living.
In the field of nursing, studies by Spaney,26 Bennett and Gordon,27
Borg and Healy,28 Sartain,29 Potts,30 to name a few, have also concluded that
these personality tests lack validity as well as reliability.

Stuit ends his

extensive review of personality testing in schools of nursing by stating that
these tests cannot serve as predictors but can be used for diagnostic purposes
in picking out the extreme deviations. 31 Sigrest t s 32 later review of the literature corroborates this earlier finding.
25A• Ellis, ftllecent Research with Personality Inventories," Journal of
Consulting Psychology, XVII (1953), 45-9.

2~mma Spaney, "Personality Tests and the Selection of Nurses," Nursing
Research, I (February, 1953), 4-26.
27George K. J3ennett and H. Phoebe Gordon, "Personality Test Scores and
Success in the rield of :Jursing," Journal of ApElied l'sycbolo gy , XXVIII (June,
1944), 267-78.
2Bwalter Borg and Irene Healy, "Personality Characteristics of Nursing
School Students and Graduate Nurses f It Journal of AEplied Psychology, XXXV
(August, 1951), 275-80.
29A. Q. Sartain, loc. cit., p. 234-39.
30J!:di th M. Potts, "Testing Prospective l'Iurses, It Occupations, XXIII
(Harch, 1945), 328-34.
31Studt, loco cit •• p. 184.
32Joyce M. Sigrest, "Personality Factors that Influence the Success of
the Nursing Student during the Second and Third Years in Three Selected Diploma
Schools of Jl.Tursing" (unpublished ~faster'8 thesis, School of Nursing, University
of Alahama, 1957).
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Other studies based on the MHPI by Beaver,33 Weisgerher,34 lIaney,35 and
Finn 36 have yielded similar results and conclusions.

Horeover, in a study of

"omen students in liberal arts, teaching, and nursing, Lough37 found that the
test had no value in selection because it did not differentiate between groups
W"ith regard to suitability of occupation; and a recent study of the .Hi·:!PI as a

screening device in the Army Hedical Service School 38 also stated that there are
implications that it may be ineffective in other similar academic situations and
may actually influence tile screener to reject students Who will eventually succecd.

Anastasi

confi~

this consensus by saying, "The field of personality

testing is still in a formatiVe stage.

Few, if any, available instruments have

as yet proved tileir value empirically to the same extent as have aptitude or
achievement tests."39
Interest Measures.--One realizes that interests are important.
be interested in the educational program he is following.
tributes to poor performance and failure.

One must

Lack of interest con-

The relationship between interest and

33A1ma P. Beaver, "Personality Factors in Choice of Nursing," Journal of
Applied Psychologr, XXXVII (October, 1953), 374-79.
34C. A. \V'eisgerber, "The Predictive Value of the HHPI with Student
Nurses," Journal of Social Psychologr, XXXIII (Februa~, 1951), 3-11.
35n. B. Haney, "~WI Profiles and Personality Characteristics," Journal
of Consulting Psychology, XVII (April, 1953), 142-46.
36patricia Finn, Ire len Brunclik, and John Thurston, "The Prediction of
Success in Nursing Education, I' Report presented at the alU1ual convention of the
Wisconsin Nurses Association, ~iilwaukee, November 8, 1961. (Himeographed) p. 8.
370rpha Lough, "Women Students in Liberal Arts, Nursing, and Teacher
Training curriculums and the Mf.1PI t" Journal of Applied Psychology, XXXI (Au.s~st,
1947), 437-45.
38John Hewitt and Leon Uosenberg, "The M}1PI as a Screening Device in an
Academic Situation," Educational and Psychological Measurement, XXII (Spring,
1962), 1 2 9 - 3 7 . '
,
39Anastasi, loco cit., pp. 632-33.
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ability is difficult to ascertain, hovever.
and achievement is somewhat more clear.

The relationship between interest

Jager and Froehlich point out:

Since interest is the tendency to give sustained attention to an activity,
be absorbed by it, and persist in it, it is natural that an individual ~11
more likely excel in that activity that holds his interest. For that
reason, school gT!des, unreliable as they are, do hold clues to interests. 40
Interest inventories, -however, have serious drawbacks in prognosis.

The

chief objections are that interests are not always commensurate with ability and
are not always evaluated in a realistic manner. \villiamson and Darley have
labeled it "discrepancy between claimed and measured interests. 1t41 strong, too,
observes that ttinterest tests <10 not correlate to any practical degree with
measures of suecess tt ;42 and Froehlich states that at times the variotm means of
identifying interests do not yield comparable data, and that occasionally they
provide conflicting information. 43
Some of the most significant facts sbo'Wll by a review of the many studies
dealing with interests, and the experience of guidance workers who have extensively used interest measures are summarized by Froehlich:
Interests do not appear to have a close relationship to aptitudes. The
correlation between a measured interest and a measured aptitude. both in the
Sallle field, is positive but relatively love . • •
The interest test scores of students are not good predictors of achievement
in school. Students who are interested in a subject tend to persist in the
study of it. They are no more successful, bowcver, than students of equal

4~Iarry Jager and Clifford Froehlich, ttGuidance Tools for Vocational
Shop Instructors, It Vocational Instructors 8ho}2 Handbook, VIII (Fall, 1947),
p. 14.

41Quoted from Clifford Froehlich and J. G. Darley, Studying Students
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1952), p. 279.
42E• K. Strong, "Prediction of Educational and Vocational Success
Interest Measurement," Proceedin~s. Invitational Conference on Testi~
Problems (Princeton: I~ducational Testing Service, 1957), p. 12.
throu~p

43Clifford Froehlich and J. G. l)arley, f.tudyibg Students (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1952), p. 279.

ability Who express little or no interest in the same subject.

...
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Interest tests cannot predict occupational success except in a few fields of
work, notably salesmanship. It appears, however, that men with high interest test scores in their occupations tend to continue in these occupations
longer than tllose who have low interest scores in that field of work. 44
Another aspect that rcnd.ers interest patterns somewhat low in correlation studies is that "while long-range, stable occupational interests begin to
emerge in some individuals as early as thirteen and fourteen, most students do
not show this stability until they are around seventeen, and some

(:0

not stabi-

lize until they are in their twenties. n45
The most recent review of research studies in the selection of nursing
students by Taylor makes this conclusion:
Personality and interest tests generally exhibit very low or zero
correlation with academic success in nursing school. Occasionally a substantial correlation with grades in nursing school is reported for a particular personali ty or interest test or a sub-score of such tests. However,
these significant correlations appear, at the present time, to he exceptions
and rarely hold up on cross-validation where the in! tial roaul ts are checked
on other samples of students. Furthermore. there is Ii ttle agreement across
studies using the same instrument. 46
Thus we may conclude that interest inventories, along with personality
measures and other similar types of tests, including also attitude inventories,
stUdy habit inventories,47 and the like, have proved of little help in prediction studies to date.

A record of past achievement plus aptitude or ability

appear to be the best indicators of a student's chance of success in a certain
44rbid.
4~er,y stoops and Gunnar Wahlquist, Principles and Practices in Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958), p. 58.

46Ca1vin W. Taylor, et al., Selection and Recruitment of Nurses and
Nursing Students (Salt Lake City: UnIversity of Utrul Press, n.d.), p. 56.
47J. S. Ahman, William L. Smith, M. D. Glock, "Predicting Success in
College by Means of Study TIabits and Attitude Inventory,'t Educational and
Psychological Heasurement, XVIII ('Hnter, 1958), 853-57.
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area.

lie should hope, therefore, that the NLN PNG test battery, which is a

combination of a scholastic aptitude test and achievement tests ought to be
helpful in predicting success in the nursing program.

In this study we will

refer to the battery and its sub-tests as part of the predictor or independent
variables.
Review of Related Prediction Studies
The ACE in General Education
The ACE has been the subject of numerous prediction studies in relation
to college survival and achievement.

Al though the results vary widely with the

level and heterogeneity of the sample and with the nature of the course, correlations with four-year grade-point averages cluster around .• 45. 48 This has
seemed sufficiently high to varrent its use, particularly when we keep in mind
the findings of stuit49 and of Burkbart50 that the coefficient tends to decrease
in size markedly after the first year.
In a very early study, KornbauserS l reported that in a comparison of
four intelligence tests used in his correlation study, the Army Alpha, the otis,
the Terman HcNemar, and the ACE, no one test appeared superior to the others.
48Anastasi, loco cit., p. 227.
49Stuit, loco cit., pp. 170-72.
50David Burkhart,. "The Value of Selected Psychological Tests for Preuicting Academic Achievement at General College, Boston University" (unpublished
Master's thesis, Boston University. 1949).
5IA. Kornhauser, ItTest and High School Uecords as Indicators of Success
in an Undergraduate School of Business," Journal of Educational Research, XVI
(1927), 342-56.
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Pnyne 52 found that scores on the ACE yielded coefficients of .46 when
correlated with first semester grades at George Washington University.

Samen-

field 53 reported that high school rank yielded a coefficient of .58 and was the
best single predictor but that the addition of the ACie brought the coefficient
up to .63 when pitted against college achievement; and recently, Florida State

University's study 54 of grades of entering freshmen in relation to ACE scores
and high school records also sllowed similar findings •
. Jackson55 found that in the selection of male students for freshman
chemistry, the ACE proved relatively unimportant.

DeRidder56 concluded that

performance on the ACE appeared somewhat predictive, although it was also apparent that low scores by themselves did not insure academic failure nor high
scores academic success.
Thomannt s 57 investigation found both the ACE and the high school rank
to be equally reliable predictors of college achievement.

Both coefficients of

52Gol da Smith Payne, liThe Scores on the ACl~ in Relation to Scholastic
Success at George \vashington University" (unpublished ~fasterfs thesis, George
"iashington University, 1937).

53ylerbcrt Samenfield "Predicting College Achievement," Journal of nigher
Education (November, 1943), 432-33.
54Florida state University, 10c. cit.
55.Robert A. Jackson, "The Selection of Students for Freshman Chemistry
by ~feans of l1iscriminant Functions," Journal of EXru!rimenta1 F.ducation, XVIII
(Harcll, 1950). 209-14.
56tawrenee M. DeRidder, "Relationship between Gross Scores on the ACE
and Academic Success," Jou.rnal of F:ducational Uesearch, XIVI (January, 1953),
353-58.
57D• F. Thomann, "Relationships between the nigh School and College
of tile ACE Psychological F;xamination and Their lLelative Value in Predicting College Achievement, It College and University, XXIII (1948), 217-33.
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:orrelation were .44; whereas ScanneU 58 found that high school grade-point
average consistently ;,riehted the highest correlation with college-four-year
grade-point average when matched with the ACE and the Iowa Tests of F1dllcational
Development.
A survey of 263 college admission-selection studies for the years 19491959 made by Fi~'fl I\l!d Pasanella u9 revealed that the bigh school record corre-

lated around .50 with comprehensive freshman-year intellective criteria while
the correlations of scholastic aptitude test scores averaged .47.

Berdiets study of the Land Q scores of the ACE noted sex differences on
these two Bub-tests OO and also found that the L scores correlated with total
grade-point average in college freshmen better than did the Q scores.

'Jlhe L

coefficients ranged, however. from .18 to .65, with the highest correlation in
English and fairly high correlations with social and biological sciences. Ol
The ACJii and the PNG Battery in Nursing
Education Prediction Studies
In nursing as in general education, there is lack of uniformity in the
findings.

Rhinehart62 made an early study of a number of pre-tests for selec-

tion purposes and found that the ACE had the greatest predictive value for
58nale P. Scannell, "Differential Prediction of Academic Success from
Achievement Test Score8~ (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, State University of
Iowa, 1958).
59Joshua A. Fishman and Ann K. Pasanella, "College Admission Studies,"
Heview of Educational Research, XXX (October, 1960), 300.
6On• Bcrdie, Paul Drenel, and Paul Kelso, Itelative Value of the Q and L
Scores of the AC"R Psycholodcal Examination, II (Durham, North Carolina: Box
6907, College Station [private printin~, 1951), p. 805.

6lIbid., p. 808-9.
62Jessie D. Rhinehart, "An Attempt to Predict the SUCflCSS of Student
Nurses by the Use of a Battery of Tests," Journal of Appli~d_Psychology, XVII
(June. 1933). 291.
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grades in theory but that none of the tests were useful in predicting success in
clinical areas.

llainier's study63 showing the relationship between the high

school average, the

AGI~,

and the Iowa Silent Reading Tests and the academic

achievement of the first semester in the school of nursing found the high school
average (.43) but slightly better than the ACE (.42) and the Iowa Silent Rea~ing
Test the least effective (.18).
That the ACE does not discriminate sufficiently in categorizing the
success and failure groups has been the contention of a number of studies.
Using as criterion the passing of the

SBTP,

Riblon 64 concluded that the

ACE

total scores for the failures were not conspicuously different from those of
other students who successfully completed the program in nursing.

Of the upper

quartile of the 160 students with highest ACE scores, only 22, or 55 per cent,
placed in the upper quartile of their graduating classes.

Similarly, only 50

per cent of the expected 40 students fell into the lowest quartile.
tested the predictive value of the
Nursing Achievement Test scores.

A~!

She further

by measuring with National League for

The aSSUlnption that the top 25 per cent on the

ACE would attain the upper quartile level on the nursing achievement tests was

not verified, for only 15, slightly less than one-half, reached this level.
(The assumption that the NLN Achievement Tests are valid must be made here.)
The same tendency was found in the lower quartile comparisons.

Comparing the

ranking on the ACB with that on the SJJTP composite or total score. she found
that only 58 per cent placed in the expected upper third. 65

~erican

63Ruth A. Rainier, "The Use of Tests in Guiding Student Nurses,"
Journal of NUl"sinA!, XLII (June, 1942). 679-82.

64Darbara K. Riblon, tiThe nelationship between Scholastic Performance in
n School of Nursing and Tests for Nursing Achievement" (unpublished Master's

thesis, De Paul University, Cllicago, 1954).

65Ibid., pp. 29-30.
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Somewhat similar results were obtained in a detailed study by IIook66 who
examined the records of 276 girls who entered a school of nursing over a period
of five years, no two classes of which took an identical battery.

eighteen different tests were used in various combinations.

Altogether.

Using the multiple

cut-off method. she found that the ACE was one of tile least effective tests for
the purpose of selection because of its lack of discrimination.

The same in-

dictment was directed against most of the other tests. though to a lesser degree
Those that had 80me discriminatory value, at the same time would have excluded
a relatively 111gb rate of successful students so that she could not establish
cutting scores for any of the tests as she had hoped to do. 67
One wealmess of the Hook study, perhaps, is the relatively small sample
that took each of the tests.
more applicants.

Only four oftha tests were given to a hundred or

Use of the cut-off metllod also has one serious disadvantage in

tllat failure to meet any one minimal seore automatically means rejection, whereas use of correlations and the regression equation allows strengths in certain
areas to offset weaknesses in others.

Although the cut-off metllod is easier to

interpret and apply, one assumes risk

in

80

doing.

ftlis risk was pointed out

in the Cardew6 8 attempt to establish cutting scores on the ACE or the high
school rank.

She found that the ACE cutting score at the 40th percentile not

only would have eliminated 171 of the 237 failures, but also would have refused
admission to 31 students rated as superior or very good.

And, if only those in

the upper quartile of their high school class had been admitted, 128 who failed
6%rjorie Janette Hook, "Predicting Success in St. Lulte's Hospital
School of Nursing" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Colorado,
Boulder, 1954).
67Ibid., p. 306.
68Emily C. Cardew, "l~valuating Administration Requirements," American
Journal of Nursing, XXXIX (March, 1949), 179-80.
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or were below average would not have been admitted, but 112 rated above average
in nursing would also have been refused. 69
Schotzko's statistical study involving the ACE and the SBTP examination

at the St. Joseph's Hospital School of Nursing reported coefficients of correlation between total scores on the ACE and the scores in c1incia1 areas of the
SBTP ranging from .471 to .630.

Quantitative

(Q)

.480 and Linguisti.c (L) scores from .479 to .622.

scores ranged from .324 to
She found that the L scores

seemed to be more indicative of general scholastic ability than Q or Total (T)
scores.

.At least

t~-thirds

of those with L scores above the mean also made

scores above the mean on the SBTP. 70 She reconvnended that a study be made of
the remainder of the NLN battery to determine the importance of the other
sub-tests.
Shaycoft's national validation study of the entire NLN PNG battery
concluded that the science score yielded the. highest correlation with the SRTP
composi te and hence she gave it the most weight in the composite score. 71

She

also concluded that "good achievement in all areas of the high school program
covered in the PNG battery (natural science, history, social studies, and mathe~~tics)

seems to be more important than do scores on the intelligence and read-

ing tests. tt72 Bruton's investigation also emphasized. the importance of the
science score but found the hiBtory and social studies test of no value in
69Ibid., p. 180.
70Sister ~fary Tbeodori ta Schotzko, itA Statistical Analysis of Test Data
for Use in the Selection of Nursing Students" (unpublished Master's thesis,
Catholic University of Jtmerica, 1958), pp. 36-7.
7lMarion Shay-coft, itA Validation study of the Pre-Nursing and Guidance
Test Battery," American Journal of Nursing, Ll (Harch, 1951), 202.
72Ibid., p. 203.
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prediction. 73

The size and type of sample,74 however, limit the importance of

the latter study and any generalization made therefrom.
Mayo's study of various tests which are also incorporated in the NLN PNG
battery gave an entirely different picture.

Using freshman students at the

Emory University School of Nursing (degree candidates), he found that the
reaul ts of the United states Armed li'orces lnsti tute Examination in Senior
science showed no relationship, the George tfashington University Series ArithIDetic Test and the Cooperative

~~thematics

Pre-test for College Students con-

tributed negligibly, Whereas the Cooperative English test score was the best
predictor in the first year of nursing education, yielding a coefficient of .53
for the total English test.

Moreoever, the Level of Reading Comprehension test

alone (a part of the I~nglish test that is used in the NLN battery) gave a coefficient of .52 in his sample.

The ACE with a coefficient of .40 for the L

score, of .41 for the T score, and of .28 for tho Q score came in a poor second.
The author was supported in his findings by similar results in another study at
Emory for all freshmen.

In both studies the total English score had higher

validity than the ACE. 75
Recently, Taylor76 reviewed over a hundred research studies in the field
of nursing and concluded that the College Bntrance Examination Board test is the
best single predictor of grades in schools of nursing with the ACE and the
73Florrie Erb Bruton, "Some Implications of National Pre-Nursing Tests
for the Selection of Students for Alabama lIospi tal Schools of Nursing," Nursing
~search, III (October, 1954), 60-73.
74Sixteen persons in the class of thirty-two completed the course and
SB'1'P satisfactorily. floreoever, tile students were chiefly from rural areas of
Alabama and not too representative of the national population.
75Samuel T. ~fayo, "Validation of a Test Battery in a School of Nursing,"
Nursing \{orld, CXXVI (December, 1952), 16-17.
~
~
~\f..J\S TOVyz,
76Taylo~, loco cit., p. 25.
/
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Cooperative English test also holding up well.

Tllere was. however. considerable

range in the correlations of these latter two.

He also stated that the Coopera-

ti ve English test, tlle ACE. and the Cali fomia Test of tlental Maturi ty, in the
order mentioned, were the best of the tests included in the studies for predicting success on the SDTP examination.

He added, however, tllat there was

little agreement among schools as to the best single predictor of success in
schools of nursing. 77
In addition to Shaycoft's and Bruton's studies of the entire PNG batter,y, three other investigations by Charles,78 by Huneke,79 and by Ferguson80 on
the validity of this particular battery during the freshman term do not show the
consistency of results one would hope to find.

Charles found that high school

rank in the graduating class had the highest correlation with academic success
as measured by school grades in the pre-elinical period, and scores on the natural science test the next highest, but the

'I'

and Q scores on the

A(,"f~

plus the

natural science score were the most economical predictors of success in the
freshman term. 81

Ferguson a180 correlated the ~~ PNG scores witll academic

success during the freshman term and found rank-order coefficients ranging from
77Ibid., p. 26.
78Plorence L. Charles, "A Study of the Prediction of Academic Success in
the Pre-CUnical Period in tbe Hilwo.ul{ee County Hospital School of Nursing"
(unpublislled research paper submitted to tile Department of E!ducation. Harquette
University, Nilwaukee, 1955).
79winfrid Huneke, "study of Factors Influencing the Attrition Rate in a
Selected Three-Year Hospital School of Nursing for Glasses Admitted 1953-56,"
Nursing Uesearcll, VII (1958), 95 (abstract.)
8O.Ruth Herzog Ferguson, "A Predictive Study of Success in the Freshman
Term at a Selected nospi tal School of Nursing from Scores on the NL.'J Pre-Nursing
and Guidance Test Battery" (unpublished l-iasterts thesis, De Paul University,
Chicago, 1960).
SlCharles, loco .cit., pp. 35-38.
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.17 to .42.

In keeping with the Shaycoft study, she found that the natural

science score yielded the highest valid.ity coefficients.

Un the other hand, the

coefficients derived from the ACE and the reading tests in relation to nursingschool grades were too unstable because of chance errors.

Her attelllIJt to find

a percentile level below which a majority of students received a grade-point
average of less than 2.0 met with no success. 82
In contrnst with Ferguson's coefficient of .33 (with a S.E. of .09),
Huneke found a .64 coefficient of correlation between ACE total score and school
of nursing avernges and concluded that the ACE total percentile was the best
single predictor of success.

In general, students falling below the 30th per-

centile were poor risks for admission. S3

This conclusion, however, based on the

use of percentiles raises another question, for HcNamara's study using percentile scores on the ACP and scores on the SBTP stated. that the use of percentiles
was a limitation. 84
Several other studies apropos to our investigation deserve mention.
Doyle correlated achievement on the SUT}' with high school average and high
school rank and reported low but significant relationships. between high school'
average and achievement in four nursing areas and no significance between high
school average and achievement in two areas. 85

I,alto'W found significant

82Ferguson, loco cit., pp. 14-29.
83Uuneke, loco cit., p. 95.
84sister ~fary Re·dempta HcNamara, "A ~tudy of the Relationship between
the Percentile Scores OIl the American Council on l:dueation Psychological Examination and the Scores :r-fade on the State Hoard 'l'est Poot Examination by a
Selected Number of Nursing Students" (unpublished Naster's thesis, School of
Nursing Education, Catholic University of America, 1954).
85Sister ~fary Patricia Doyle, "A Study of the Scores Hade by One l\undred
Fifty-nine Students in a Selected Three-year School of Nursing on the State
Board (fest Pool Examination and Their Relation to High School Average and High
School Rank" (unpublished Master's thesis, Catholic University of America,
1953).
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relationship between rank in high school and withdrawal for scholastic failure
and also between ra.n1< in high school and scores of four of the five clinical
areas of the SBTP examinations and concluded that rank in high school is a
fairly reliable index of probable scholastic success. 86 Hartranft, using the
composite SBTP score as criterion, found the ACE to be the best predictor of the
tests studied but also found that 66 per cent of the variance was associated
with variables other than the ACE, scientific ability, and high school rank. 87
~~cDonald

utilized the NLN composite raw score against various criteria and

reported a coefficient of .37 between the NLN and total grade-point average, a
coefficient of .63 with SDTP scores, and one of only .03 with ratings of job
performance. SS
Summary of Validity Studies
For many years researchers llave been seeking promising tests, including
various scholastic aptitude tests, special aptitude tests, achievement tests,
personality and interest tests, either in the best combinations or alone, as the
basis upon which to predict future scholastic achievement.

In addition, these

tests have been matched with and against previous scholastic performance as
measured by high school grad.e average or rank in an effort to find the most
valid predictors of future educational and vocational success.

Statistical

86Sister DeChantal LaEow, ttStudy of Admissions, Withdrawals. and state
Board Achievement in Helation to H.ank in High School Class," (Wlpublished
Master's thesis, Catholic University of America, 1958).
87Annabelle Hartranft, "Study in a Selected 3-Year School of Nursing in
Pennsylvania of the Helationship between Pre-Entrance Examination Scores in ACE,
Scientific Ability, Arithmetic Ability, and High School Hank amI the Compod te
Score on State Doard Examination for Professional Nurses" (unpublished ~laster's
thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1957).
88Patricia :t-lacDonald, ttA Study of Predictive Effectiveness of NLN Composite naw Scores against Various Criteria" (unpublished manuscript, Deaconess
Hospital, Spokane, Washington, 1960).
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analysis concerning the predictive validity of the ACE and its correlation with
college success in general and with success in the nursing education program in
particular has yielded a welter of conflicting results and correlation coefficients of varying degrees of significance, depending to some extent on the
criterion used.

Some validation studies have pointed to the importance of

achievement test scores in English and reading, whereas other investigations
stress the importance of the science and mathematics tests scores.
Of the studies that considered the validity of the entire NLN

pm bat-

tery, three correlated test scores with the average made in the school of nursiq;
during the freshman term.

Wi th the exception of the extensive validation study

oarried out by the National League for NUrsing by its research statistician,
~rion

Shaycoft, on those who took the test in 1945, other studies of tids bat-

tery were limited chiefly to finding several correlations between parts of the
~est

and eitber grade-point average or the SDTP examination.

~olved

Two studies in-

several intercorrelations of predictors but they did not involve a com-

plete evaluation of the total predictive value as related to early and also to
~re

remote success in tbe school of nursing and on the SMP examination.

No

~tudy

has been found that concerned itself with correlations and intercorrela-

~ions

of the NLN PNG raw scores, the high school average, rank, and. IQ with the

standard scores in the five areas of the SB'l'P examination and with the first-yeal
and final nursing Scllool averages as well as int&rcorrelations between criterion
variables.
~valuation

statistical analysis of all of these should produce a complete
of these indices and the use than can be made of them.
studies of Attrition

Closely related to any validity study is a study of withd.rawal or
~ropouts.

This can be likened to the other side of the same coin or Ule
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positive versus the negative approach to the same problem.

As mentioned in the

introduction, in spite of the fact that various selection devices and instrumenta have been used and studied for many years, the attrition rate has remained
at approximately the same level and is a serious problem.

Tate's survey89 in

1961 found that the average rate for baccalaureate programs was 44 per cent and
for diploma programs 30.5 per cent While Cunningham's survey for the League
placed it for the latter at 33.2 per cent. 90
Reasons for dropouts are many; aoademic failure, marriage, and dislike
for nursing continue to be the chief causes in the order given. 91 Each of
these, of course, may be hidden in other categories or may be interrelated witb
each other.

As mentioned previously, personality inventories, interest invento-

rics, and rating scales to date have proved to be of little use in prediction
studies, so that no pattern of personality characteristics identifying
eessful nurse from the unsuccessful candidate has been discovered.

~le

suc-

The search

for more discerning means of identifying the potential dropout continues f
studies in more projective types of tests are being made at present by
Finn, Bruncik, and Tburston 92 in Which they hope to find more valid prediction
of failures via sentence completion tests.

Although Taylor93 suggested that

biographical data as obtained from interviews and application blanks be investigated, stuit maintained that, in general, there was little correlation between
8~rbara Tate, "study of Attrition Hates in Schools of Nursing,"
Nursing: Research, X (Spring, 1961), 94.

~lizabeth V. CUIUlingham, Today's Diploma Schools of Nursing (New York:
National League for Nursing, 1963), p. 41.
91Alma Clark, "study of Attrition in a IIospi tal Scbool of Nursing, It
Nursing Uesearcll, VII (October, 1958), 135 (abstract.)
92Finn, Uruncik, and Thurston, op. cit.
93Taylor, op. cit., p. 14.
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personal histor,y data items and scholastic achievement, at least within the
range of normal student populations. 94 A limited study by Gregorius also found
no consistent pattern of individual characteristics, including family education
and background. 95

Super says that the evidence shows tilat tile present subjec-

tive methods of evaluating applicants by means of letters of recommendation,
interviews, etc., add little or nothing to the predictive value of validated
objective tests and cites as examples the numerous studies of the employment
interview in which it has been shown that there is little agreement among interviewers. 96

Lindquist points to the source of the letters of recommendation as

limi ting their usefulness because much d.epends upon the person writing the

letters. 97
Super claims that the occupational level of parents plays a part in
determining vocational ambitions, in motivation, and in fixing financial
resources upon which to draw. 98 Yet it is also true that a father's occupation
may be the result of social stratification, circumstances, or environment rather
than ability or personal characteristics.

The vocational achievements of

brotllers and sisters as indicative of probable occupational level was found
94stuit , loco cit., p. 6.

95yirginia Gregoriua, "Characteristics of Students \1bo Withdrew from a
Selected School of Nursing" (unpublished }faster's thesis, University of Chicago,
1056).
~Ieans

96Donald E. SUIwr and John O. Crites, Appraisillll: Vocational Fitness by
of Psychological ~ (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962), pp. 20-25.

97E. F. Lindquist, (ed.), gducationa1 Heasurement (lvashington: American
Council on Education, 1951), p. 94.
98Donald }l1. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1949), p. 6.

~
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significant in the Douglass study;99 however, this Minnesota SltrVey also showed
that both the successful and the eliminated students came from the same socioeconomic status, Group 3 as given on the Rulon l1evision of the }unnesota Scale
for Occupational status.
A more recent study of student nurses, however, using as index of socioeconomic ratings the occupation of fathers, reported that one-third came from
families rated "lower," and one-third from families rated either "middle" or
"higher. It A comparison of the socio-economic background of the fI'eshmen and
seniors showed a decrease in the lower occupational ratiIJg group from 51.4 per
cent to 44.3 per cent.

The middle group seemed most stable and the evidenoe

seems to point to the conclusion tllat the process of nursing eduoation works in
such a way that students coming from Itmiddle" sooio-economic populations are
more likely to complete their education and find nursing education more congenial, satisfying, and desirable than do students from lower levels.

The drop-

outs themselves affirmed that marriage was a strong competitor with nursing as a
career.

'l'he stU(ly also indicated that dislike for nursing is more likely to be

a contributing factor rather than a precipitating cause. loo
Other studies have investigated the size of high school attended as a
factor in college success.

A study of overachievers and underachievers at the

University of Georgia concluded that overachievers tended to have been produced
in smaller schools having smaller graduating classes.

They also resided. in

99Uarl R. Douglass and Ruth A. Herrill, "Predicting Success in the
School of Nursing," University of Minnesota Studies in Predicting Scholastic
Achievement (Hinllcapolis: University of Hinnesota Press, 1942), p. 19.
lOOrhe American Nurses' Foundation, Inc., "Formal Education and the
Process of Professionalization: A study of Student Nurses," Part 5 of A studz
of the Iie.dstered }"Turse in a Metropolitan Communi tv (Kansas City t l'tissouri:
Community Studies, Inc., 1957), pp. 25-9.
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small towns or rural areas before coming to the University.IOl

Douglass and

Herrill,l02 however, in their comparative study at the University of Minnesota
of the successful and unsuccessful nursing students found that the graduates
came from a graduating class of 50-99 Whereas the eliminants came from a class
of 20-49.

Inconclusive evidence and general disagreement regarding tile effect

of size of scllo01 and college success are found in studies made by Boyd,103
Donner,l04 Lins,105 Sanders,106 Bledsoe,107 and Hinds. 10a
Although Meehl 109 has furnished definitive synthesis of research on
clinical

VB.

statistical prediction and holds to the point of view that the sta-

tistical approach is an economical subetitute for a more clinical approach and
101James F. Hiller, Sr., "A Comparison of Overachievers and Underachievers at the University of Georgia," Dissertation Abstracts, 1958-59, XIX,
Pt. 2, p. 1960.
102Douglass, loco cit.
l03Joseph Boyd, "The Relative Program Value with Ilelative Criteria in
Predicting Begi.nni~lg Academic Success at Northwestern University," Dissertation
Abstracts, XV, p. 1955.

l~eon Bonner, "Factors Associated with the Academic Achievement of
Freshmen Students at a Southern Agricultural College," Dissertation Abstracts,
XVII, p. 1955.
lOst. J. Lins, "Pre-University Background and Effect of Various Factors
Upon University Success," Personnel and Guidance Journal, XXXIII (November,
1954), 157-8.
10SwUma Sanders, R. T. Osborne, and J. E. Greene, "Intelligence and
Academic Performance of Urban, Rural, and Mixed Students, fI Journal of F.ducational Research, XLIX (1955), 185-93.
l07Joseph Bledsoe, "Analysis of the Relationship of Size of High School
to Harl{s Received by Graduates in l"irst Year of College," Journal of Edueational
liociolo~, XXVII (October, 1954), 414-18.
108Sister James Claudia Hinds. "Size and Type of High School as Factors
in College Achievement" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Loyola University,
Chicago, 1962).
l09p • E. Heehl, Clinical Versus Statistical Prediction (~1inneapolis:
University of Hinnesota Press, 1954).
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Kelly and Fiske110 report that ratings based on the credentials files and
objective tests alone were about as good as those based on much larDer amounts
of material, the author seeks to supplement the actuarial

me~lod

of prediction

in an effort to find clues about the type of person who wi thdraws or does not
work up to potential.

She will do this by an analysis and comparisoll of the

personal data of those who 'Were successful and of those 'Who withdrew or failed.
Gan the various determinants of success, such as motivation, persistence, matudty, insight, personal a.djust.ment, and past experiences at home, school and on
the job be found by examdning biographical data as furnished on the application
:form and in the interview and recolllDendation forms?

This biographical data

includes age of student, school attended, curriculmn pursued, rank in class t
indications of overachievement and underachievement, home background., 'Work
experience, and so on.
between the

SUCCess

Can differences in this experiential background data

group and the withdrawal-failure group be combined with the

test infoJ."lllation in constructing a profile of both kinlls of c8.mlidates so that
the admissions office can make more effective selection?

This part of the study

will be taken up in Chapter V.

ll~eona Tyler, The \~ork ,of the Counselor (New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, Inc., 1953), p. 206.

ClWlfJ.'El! 11 I
TIlE DESIGN OF TIllS RF..sEARClI

The Population Included in the Study
Eight classes of students were followed throughout their three-year
course at st. Josepb' s lIospt tal School of NIlrsing.

Although 339 students were

admitted during this period, 227 successfully passed the State Board examination
after graduation Witilout additional tutoring.

Subtracting from this latter

group those who did not take the NLN pre-entrance test and those whose records
contained incomplete data needed in this study, the "success" sample consisted
of 198 students.

Data on this particular group was used in the statistical

study of test validity.

The "non-success" group, consisting of those who with-

drew or failed, comprised 112 students.

After eliminating those 'Whose records

were incomplete, this group was considered later in the study of withdrawals.
The Sources of Data
All data recorded in the files of the school of nursing were examined
for pertinence and placed on file cards and forms.

The cards were then sorted

into two categories, the success group and the withdrawal-failure group.
Since intelligence test scores, rank-in-class, and/or high school average were missing on the high school transcripts of a number of students, a
letter was sent to the respective high schools asking for such information if
available.

The principals responded one hundred per cent although

s~veral

schools did not have the information on their records or had not given
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intelligence tests to these particular students.
Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining comparable scores from the
high school transcripts.

It had been planned originally to use grade -points in

determining relationship between the high school and the school of nursing averages; however, the use of per cents appeared more feasible when a more detailed
examination of the high school records revealed that, lrllile the various high
schools gave different numerical values to letter grades, the majority reported
in numbers.

Furthermore, a numerical grading system was in use at the school of

nursing during the period under investigation.

Accordingly, all student grades

were converted to numbers, using the key to grading found on the transcripts.
In most cases, the use of the midpoint gave the best approximation (unless plus
and minus symbols were used), for in practically all cases the general average
found in this way coincided with the general average submitted on the
scripts.

tran~

General courses such as physical education, ellorus, band, d.river edu-

cation, and those carrying less than one-half credit per term were not included
in the final average or in total number of credits earned.
Rank-in-class data also presented a problem because the size of classes
varied from 4 to almost 700.
able.

Comparable or equivalent scores seemed unobtain-

Rather than eliminate this variable entirely, it was decided to use the

biserial r formula to calculate the coefficient although one realizes that there
is some difference in the comparability of tllis statistic with the Pearson
product-moment or zero-order coefficient, particularly when the size of the two
categories varies considerably.
l3ecause Stuitts 1 study recommended that individual prognosis would be
more valuable if based upon a consideration of a combination of factors,
lStuit, loc. cit., p. 180 •

....
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including a person's previous scholastic record, results in nursing aptitude
tests, and achievement tests in English, science, and elementary mathematics
(included in the NLN battery), it was also decided to include high school grades
in English, science, and mathematics in order to d.etermine relationships between
school marks in these specific areas and Pm test scores.
To make the reported IQ scores as equivalent as possible, recourse to
equivalence tables of Engelhart2 and Lennon3 helped somewhat in converting IQts
to the Otis scale where possible.

In the case of intelligence tests for which

no equivalence table was available, the IQ as reported. was used although the
writer realized that this could make some slight difference in the validity coefficients to be computed.
The grades obtained in the school of nursing were based on written
assignments, classroom participation, tests in the content subjects, and also on
practical behavior on the floor in the clinical areas.

To have separated these

two grades--clinical and theoretical--would have been very valuable in our study
The two grades were generally combined before being recorded in the permanent
record files, however, so that the cumulative folder did not yield the desired
information.

We attempted to ascertain, therefore, what difference there might

be between first-year averages and final averages over the three-year program,
insofar as the first year is spent chiefly in theory or content subjects,
~lereas

the final average includes much technic or clinical work as well.
Ini tially it was planned to analyze the recommendations suOOd tted by the

applicants in order to check the predictive value of this type of information as
2Max D. l~ngelhartt '·Equivalence of Intelligence Quotients of Five Group
Intelligence Tests," (Chicago: Bureau of Pupil Guidance, Chicago Public
Schools). (Mimeographed.)
31toger T. Lennon, itA Comparison of Results of Three Intelligence Tests,"
Test Service Notebook, No. I (New York: Harcou.rt Brace & \vorld. Inc:).
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part of the pre-entrance data. The 4 by 6 card, therefore, had blanks for
recording recommendation data and for assigning a numerical value of 1, 2, or 3
to correspond to "do not endorse," "endorse," or "endorse with enthusiasm."
Empirical evidence of all cards, however, indicated that the appraisals solicited from friends, neighbors, employers, and teachers were very much alike for
all individuals and of very doubtful validity.

Neither did a study of the

character-traits check list reveal any differences that might provide clues to
eventual withdrawal.

In some cases, the person recommending honestly acknowl-

edged his or her inability to accurately check certain areas listed and said
that acquaintance with the girl
each trait.

was not close enough to justify evaluation of

A brief statement on the high school transcript by the high school

principal generally gave the best Bssessment of a student's integrity, citizenship, and scholastic ability.

Until a more objective means of using a recommen-

dation form can be obtained, this particular method of selecting applicants
cannot be relied upon to furnish reliable and valid evidence.
sufficiently trustworthy to include in

~le

It was not deemed

correlation study.

In addition to the information recorded on the cards for the statistical
work of the validation study, other information available to the admissions
office at the time of application and registration Which might add predictive
value in the later study of the withdrawal-failure group was also recorded.
The }lethod Used
Since the main part of this study was to analyze the predictive validity
of the NLN PNG battery in this hospital school of nursing, coefficients of correlation were calculated.

Although the NLN

I~valuation

Service sends both a raw

score and a percentile score for each examinee, it was decided to use the raw
scores in this study.

The percentile technic provides valuable information

---
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which can be used to interpret test performance in comparing one school with
other diploma schools of nursing throughout the United states, but percentile
scores have one important limitation:

the scores cluster around a central point

with a gradual tapering off in either direction.

The farther a raw score ranges

from the central point, the greater must be the change in the number of raw
score points in order to change the percentile score; the farther a raw score is
from the average, the smaller the number of raw score points needed to cllange
the equivalent percentile score.

Practically, this means that the percentiles

toward the ends of the scale are much more stable than those near the middle.
Equal ariUuneticai differences between two pairs of percentile scores do not
necessarily indicate equal differences between corresponding pairs of raw
scores.

The percentile 8cale does not have equal units, or rather ve cannot

assume them so.

Moreover, the percentiles listed on the profile are those of

the national validation group, not those of a particular geographical area or of
a particular school of nltrsing.

Because of all these limitations, it was

decided to use raw scores in the study.
Access to an IBM 1410 computer provided accurate calculations of the
means, standard d.eviations, and Pearson product-moment coefficients of correIation.

For this it was necessary to record the variables on an IBH tape.
The independent or predictor variables consisted of
1.

The NLN battery:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

ACE total or T score;
ACE linguistic or L score;
ACE quantitative or Q score;
Speed of reading score;
Level of reading score;
Natural science score;
Hathematics score;
History and. social studies score;
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2.

The high school transcript data:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

High school
High school
1Iigh school
High school
The IQ.

average;
average in r:nglish;
average in science;
average in mathematics;

The dependent or criterion variables consisted of
1.
2.
3.

The first-year average in the school of nursing;
The final average in the school of nursing;
The five scores obtained on the SBTP examination:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Medical;
Surgical;
Obstetric;
Pediatric;
Psychiatric.

Altogether, 20 factors vere considered.

The NLN PNG also gives a composite or

weighted score for the tests from 1954 onwards, but the formula has been changed
several times on the basis of the correlations obtained in the different testing
periode.

Because of differences in derivations, therefore, the composite scores

reported are not comparable and could not be included.
To find the relationship between rank in the l1igb school class and the
seven criterion variables, the biserial r formula was used.

Students were cate-

gorized (1) above the class median and (2) at or below the class median.
sample consisted of 166 above the median and 32 below.

The

Since the biserial r

rests on the assumption of (1) continuity in the dichotomized trait; (2) normality of distribution; (3) a large N; and (4) a split that is not too extreme,4
there was some doubt about this last point being met.
It was also hoped that the same 1410 computer would furnish the regression coefficients, the multiple correlation coefficients, and the amount of
variance contributed by each variable; however, the machine program was set up
4J:lenry E. Garrett and R. S. \!/oodworth, Statistics in Psycbology and
r.ducation (New York: LOllb~S, Green and Company, Inc., 1958), p. 380.
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for one dependent variable rather than for the seven ,d th which we were concerned.

Thus the information so provided was not usable.

It did, however,

point up one significant fact: in computing the variance contributing to the
final average, Ule computer immediately selected the T score and discarded the L
score on the ACE examination, indicating thereby that the T score reduces the
variance the most in a single iteration and the L score could not cause further
reduction in variance.

As explained by Efroymson, " ••• when an independent

variable is approximately a linear combination of other independent variabIes • • • if the multiple correlation coefficient between a number of

80-

called independent variables is so large that most of the variability in one
independent variable is related to the other independent variables, this variable will not be placed in the regression. uS ~IDreover, the L score is actually
a part of the T score.
The writer decided to employ the DuBois method of multivariate correlational analysis.

Interest in this technique stemmed from the practical advan-

tages derived therefrom.
criterion variance.

At

The multiple R can be readily computed by reduction of
~

stage, the variable making the greatest contribution

to the multiple can be identified, and in this selection process variables which
duplicate the function of variables already ellosen tend to drop out.

Starting

with the factor exhibiting tbe highe,st correlation with the cri torion variable
and adding in succession the next highest factors which have at the same time
low coefficients of correlation with each other, one can determine Ule advantage
of eliminating certain independent variables.

Often a limited number of vari-

abIes so selected will have a multiple almost as high as that of the total group
5AntJlony Ralston and Herbert \;'ilf (eds.), Nathematical Hethods for
Digital Com~ters (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1960), p. 194.

b
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of predictors. 6 ~~reover, most of the calculations can be performed on a calculator with speed and precision and adjustments can be made so that the variable
or variables that will make the greatest contribution to the multiple will be
utilized to full advantage. 7 In addition, the method simplifies the computation
of the beta coefficients needed in the regression equation.
In the DuBois method, the final matrix consists of one element, the
partial variance of the dependent variable remaining after the variance associated with other variables has been subtracted.
readily computed by the formula

From this the multiple It can be

n. 20 {12 • •• n )-l-V0.12 ••• n •

reached by reduction of criterion variance.

Thus, solution is

Any beta of the required order can

also be simply and routinely found by taking the beta on the criterion line and
subtracting from it the product of the pairs of betas present.

From the com-

plete set of betas we have the regression equation in z-score form and then
merely substitute for each z its equivalent:

X-~fx.

S.D.x·

8

Furthe~oret

each

b-weight is the beta times the standard deviation of the criterion, divided by
the standard deviation of the predictor.

And the

constant factor is the mean of

the criterion less the sum of the products of each predictor mean and the ratio
of the standard deviation of the criterion and predictor.

Thus, by this method

it is relatively simple to construct a regression equation useful for predicting
individual scores.
In order to test the value of the regression equation so obtained,
several students' data cards were selected randomly from the sample.

Predicted

scores were determined from the raw scores contained thereon.
6philip DuBois, Hultivariate Correla.tiona1 Allalysis (New York: IIarl)er,
1959), p. 36.

7~., pp. 16-17.
8 Ibid., pp. 22-27.
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Further investigation of the withdrawal-failure

~;roup

in the light of

tlds test data and also through a study of experiential background was mad.e by a

comparative analysis

~tll

the success group.

Characteristics as recorded in the

cunrulative folders were examined and a l!lOdified ease-study approach by means of
a profile was used in a subjective, clinical,evaluation in whicll both scholastic
and non-scholastic factors were combined.

In this l-my, the author hoped to find

other trait factors that had an influence on interest, motivation, persistcnce,
particularly in the borderline cases and with those who had d.ifficulty in adjusting.

It was recognized. that many unknown factors often encourage or discourage

a student in attaining her goal.
Altho~~

tilere are many types of information that COl11d be utilized in

any survey of educational and social backgrollOd of students, tile writer's
purpose was to limit this factual data to that fOllOd on the application blank,
the high school transcript, and the interview.

The following items were chosen

for scrutiny and comparison:
1.

J<;ducational background
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

2.

Number of units taken in high school
Averages in high school--general, English, science, mathematics
Ranlt in high school class (above or below median)
IQ as recorded on transcript
High School curriculum pursued
Size of high scllool attended
Indication of overachiever or underachiever
PNG total raw score

}'amily backgrotmd.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Place of residence--urban or rural
Size of family, place in group
Education and occupation of father
Education and occupation of mother (hefore and after marriage)
'~ork experience of candidate

These data will be examined in Chapter V•

....

---

CHAPTER IV

General Overview
Table 1 on the following page gives the Pearson product-moment coeffidents of correlation between the 13 independent variables, tile 7 dependent
variables. and all tbe possible intercorrelations from the sample of 198 successful students in the school of nursing.

Table 2 shows the biserial coeffi-

cients of correlation between rank in class and the seven criterion variables.
TABLE 2

.

.

COEFFICIBNI'S OF CORHELATION Dh'TWEI<1'i HANK IN CLASS AND
HIGJI SOOOOL AVf!HAGE AJ~D SEVRN CRITERION VARIADLI~S

SBTP Examination

NUrsing Scbool
0

(biserial)
TIifh school avera~e
product-moment,

I

I
I
t

.;::
0

0

.""b
.""I'd'"

....cd
.""'d

....'"

.!

"'"

tI.l

0

l

.343

.447

.172

.416

.430

.331

Co)

Itanl, in class

....
Co)

b!l

~

....III
~

0'.1

,t:J

.""...
.""-a
~

CIS

....
~
...C':I

~

~
~
<:

III

....

~

;.'l
til

....

."""'"

.290

.347

.742

.667

.340

.273

.696

.678

~

~

s:::

~

For the purpose of comparison, the table also includes the product-moment coeffieients for high sebool average and the criteria.
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Because biserial r is not

TABLE 1
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES

Variable

-

---_._-- ..

-

1

2

--

-- ---

-- --

~-

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

915

693

536

526

663

446

475

504

502

403

434

543

16

17

18

19

20

562

423

447

346

525

399

(1)

---

,826

ACE Quantitative

(2)

826

---

529

421

25& 527

400

193

315

368

287

254

429

424

402

307

270

163

361

279

ACE Unguistic

(3)

915

529

---

742

625

712

534

490

496

550

424

347

514

559

418

480

404

532

402

ACE Total

Raw

Score

415

--'--

I

Reading:

Speed

(4)

693

421

742

---

825

368

597

510

291 410

406

220

229

419

423

389

418

438

407

266

Reading:

Level

(5)

536

256

625

825

---

318

56,9

470

302

369

409

248

240

440

441

423

425

425

449

324

526

527

415

368

318

---

403

300

494

413

464

369

553
373
__._ _
_ _ 381

249

266

187

443

436

Math Test

(6)

Natural Science Test

(7)

--

~-

...

.~_.m.

663

400

712

597

569

403

---

575

461

385

478

393

313 463

457

333 421

343

511

390

193

534

510

470

300

575

---

430

339

449

381

212

323

207

243

230

246

369

312

History & Soc. Studies Test

(8)

446

High School Average

(9)

475

315

490

291

302

494

461

430

---

395

893

833

758

416

430

331

340

273

696

678

High School IQ

(10)

504

368

496

410

369

413

385

339

395

---

412

321

341

276

313

227

301

274

314

284

High School Engl. Average

(11)

502

287

550

-406 409

464

478

449

893

412

---

759

639

373

423

327

301

328

650

608

High School Science Average

(12)

403

254

424

220

248

369

393

381

833

321

759

---

623

350

369

262

293

259

641

612

High School Math. Average

(13)

434

429

347

229

240

553

313

212

758

341

639

623

---

364

363

307

269

199

557

533

SBTP - Medical

(14)

543

424

514

419

440

373

464

323

416

276

373

350

---

364

---

680

654

633

486

562

467

457

207

430

313 423

369

363

680

---

600

629

499

538 482

262

307

654

600

---

592

387

510

453

SBTP - Surgical
SBTP - Obstetric

(15)
(16)

562
423

402
307

559
418

--------

423
389

441

423

381

249

----

-

333

243

331

227

327
,-

SBTP - Pediatric

(17)

447

270

480

418

425

266

421

230

340

301

301

293

269

633

629

592

---

526

436

405

SBTP - Psychiatric

(18)

346

163

404

438

425

187

343

246

273

274

328

259

199

486

499

387

526

---

403

362

1st Year Nursing Average

(19)

525

361

511

369

696

314

650

641

557

562

538

510

436

403

---

880

Final NurSing School Average

(20)

399

279

390

312

678

608

612

533

467

482

453

405

362

880

---

All decimal points omitted.

532 407 449 443
-----------_
..... 402

266

324

436

--

284

..
Fourth-place coefficients were rounded to three
"

-."

p1~es

to conserve space.
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limi ted to a range of 1. 00. as is the Pearson r, comparison with the other coefficients is difficult.

At best, biserial r gives only an estimate of the

product-moment r to be expected. l

Therefore, it was thought best not to include

the biserial coefficients indiscriminately with all the others.
Before analyzing any of these relationships, it should be pointed out
that for a sample of this size a coefficient should reach .140 to be significant
at the 5 per cent level of confidence and .183 to be significant at the 1 per
cent level. 2 Furthermore, the reader must bear in mind that the value of r and
its significanoe for predictive purposes cannot be simply and absolutely stated.
Such factors as homogeneity within the group,

reliabili~

of the measurements

used, size of the sample, other sampling factors, and the purpose for which the
index is employed must be considered in determining the usefulness of the coefficient obtained.

\<That would be a large coefficient for one purpose, would be

regarded as a small one for another.
relative matter.

Interpretation, therefore, is largely a

Haw much faith should be placed in any relationship shown by

a coefficient of correlation depends also upon the urgency of the outcome.
Moreover, coefficients computed between the same two variables will vary not
only from sample to sample but also from population to population.

Finally, the

significance of an r, with respect to predictive value, should be gauged by the
size of the standard error of estimate. 3
An

analysis of the coefficient furnishes some meaningful and interest-

ing observations.

All coefficients fell within the 5 per cent level of signifi-

IGarrett, loco cit., p. 380.
2The reader may refer to tables in Guilford, J. p., Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and. gducation (New York: ~icGraw-IIill Book Company, Inc.,
1956), p. 539.

3Ibid., pp. 145-141.
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cance; all but two--the coefficient derived from the ACE Q score and State Board
psychiatric examination and the biserial r from high school rank and the State
Board obstetric examdnation--reached the 1 per cent level;

however, some are

much more significant than others, as reference to the preceding tables reveals.
It is quite probable that if the investigator could have included the entire
group of examinees who took the NLN PNG. regardless of whether or not they had
been accepted in the program, that a higher correlation coefficient would be
obtained.

As it is,

~le

selection and elimination process diminished the range

of scores, thus restricting the prediction.
Relationships Between Predictor and Criterion Variables
No single predictor variable had highest correlation with all criterion
variables.

Relationships between the predictor or independent variables and tIte

critcrion or dependent variables showed varying degrees of strengUl.

Although

the high school average correlated highest with both first-year and final grades
in the school of nursing (.696 and .678 respectively), its relationship with the
five areas of the SBTP examination varied. from .430 with the surgical to .273
wi th the psychint.ric.

This latter coefficient is somewhat below an r that would

be helpful in prediction.

The ACE T and L scores appeared to be most predictive

of success on the SB'l'P examinations t except in the psychiatric area were the
two reading tests showed higher relationships.

Table 3 presents a graphic

illustration.
As individual

c~iterion

variables, the SBTP tests seem unstaole because

the relationships with each predictor vary in significance.

A re-grouping of

the coefficients in which we list the five highest and the five lowest predictor
variables in order does ex11i bi t. however, a similarity ,,,i th all criterion
variables.

This pattern can he seen in Table 4.
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TABLE 3

COEFFICU.I'NTS

OI~

C0l1RELATION

FREDIC'I'OR AND CRITERION VARIABLES

liETW1'~EN

0

....
t.)

JI

tI.l

"""

1

~

I

T (Ray Score)

562

543

t.)

~

~

i ....Cd
3,.

~

"';J

Q

...

~
~

....~t:if.I

lIS

....
~
....

....,

....

.....

.....

Atm

Nursing-5chool
Averages

SBTP Examination

Predictor Variables

423

I
I

~
..-

~

Q.

I

.....lI'l

I

CI

~

346

447

ACE L (Raw Score)

514

559

418

480

404-

ri

525

389

418

438

423

425

425

,

313

Natural Science Test

463

History

323

I

361

I
I

Social Studies Test

I

Ii
I

I

451
201

i

I

I
i

399

532

I

II 219
I

!

402

I

401 ! 266
t
i
449 , 324
,
436
443

249

266

187

333

421

343

I

511

246

I

369 !I 312

:

&:

I

I

381

~

!

j

Mathematics Test

!
I

;

163

441

I ....~
I

210

440

Q)

:;..

~

~

301

Level of Reading Test

f!

.!(
a:s

402

423

~

CIl

;>01

424

419

I

~

1

ACE Q (naw Score)

Speed of Reading Test

!

,.£;.l

~
til

';:;!

1l

.

243

II 230

!,

i

I

I

II 390
I

I

High 8011001 IQ

216

313

221

301

H. S. English Average

313

423

327

301

II. S. Science Average

350

369

262

293 ! 259

214

314

284

Il 328

650

608

641

012

i

II

\

;

11. S. Mathematics Average

364

363

307

H. S. General, Average

416

430

331

--

199

I

557

533

340 \213

I

696

618

269
I

i

(All decimal points have been omitted in the coefficients.)
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TABLE 4

HIGlmsT AND LavES'l'

COl'-~FFICIEN:rS

Surgical

Hedical

Obstctric

Pediatric

(Highest)

(Highest)

(Highest)

(Highest)
480
ACE L
ACE T
447
Reading Level 425
Reading Speed 418
Science Test

ACE T
ACE L
Science Teat
Reading Level

562
559
457
441

ACB T
AC1'1 L
Science Test
Reading Level

514
463
440

423
ACE T
Reading Level 423
ACE L
418
Reading Spc cd 389

High S. Aver.

430

AGE Q

424

Science Test 333

(Lo,rest)
IIist. & S. S. 207
313
IQ
II.S. t-lath. Av. 363

543

(Lo,qest
IQ
lUst. &5. S.
U.S. Scicnce

(Lowest)
276
323
350

IQ
227
lIist. & S. S. 243
~fut:h • Test
249

(Lo'fest)
Hist. & S. S. 230
Math. Test
266
Am~ Q
270

262

H.S. Hath. Av. 269

II. S. Science

369

H.S. l-lath. Av. 364

H.S. Science

Hath. Test

381

Math. Test

II.S. Math. Av.307

373

PS.lcliiatric

1st Year Average

Final Average

(Highest)

(Highest)

(Highest)

Heading Speed 438

II.S. Gen. Av.

696

H.S. Gen. Av. 678

Reading Level 425
ACE L
404

ACE L
ACE T

532
525

Math. Test
ACE L

436
402

346

Science Test

511

ACE T

399

343

Heading Level

449

Science Test 390

ACI~

T

Science Test

(Lowest)

(Lowest)
ACE Q
~iath.

Test

163
187

II.S. Math. Av. 199
Hist. &. S. S. 246
259
H.S. Science
NOTE:

(Lowest)
314
361

Reading Speed 266
ACE Q
279

Rist. & S. S. 369
Reading Speed 407
Hatll. Test
443

IQ
284
Ifist. & S. S. 312
Reading Level 324

IQ
ACE Q

421

II.S. Science

(N.B.

293

Coefficient. of correlation between H. S.
F:nglish Average,
Science Average,
Mathematics Average, and 1st Year
and Final Averages
were 2d, 3d, & 4th
highest but were
omitted for reaSOD
stated in the discussion that
follows. )

All decimal points have been omitted in the coefficients.

...
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The ACE T and L scores and the Natural Science and Level of Reading
scores rank among the highest on all the SDTP examinations as well as on the
first-year average in tJle school of nursing; while the History and Social Studies Test, the IQ, and tJle high school science and mathematics averages and the
PNG Hathematics Test are among the lowest ranldng with tJle same criterion variables.

The high school average, however, ranl(s among the top five only with the

surgical area and the two averages in the school of nursing.

The Speed of Read-

ing Test is listed among the top five with the obstetric, pediatric, and psychiatric areas; the ACE Q score only with the medical area.

Conversely, the Q

score coefficients rank among the lowest in nearly all other areas.

The Mathe-

matics Test shows a strong relationship only with the final average in the
school of nursing.
Although the high school IJnglish, science, and matJlematics averages have
higher correlations with both first-year and final averages in the school of
nursing than do any parts of the NLN battery, they do not show up as well as the
general average.

To use one or more of these with the general average 'WOuld

include some spurious correlation.

The intercorrelations within these subject

averages, as noted in Table 1, are quite high.
When used individually, the ACE T and L scores correlated with the
surgical and pediatric tests and the reading tests correlated with the psychiatric tests seem somewhat more predictive than do the high school averages; however, the lower coefficients in the latter case may be due in part to the more
restricted range in the averages obtained in the nursing program.

For example,

averages in the first year ranged from 73 per cent to 96 per cent, but the great
majority of averages clustered in the 82 to 93 range, with only fractional parts
separating most of them.

Moreoever, it is to be expected that a test will cor-

relate more highly with another test than with teacbers' marks because of their
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common limitations of sampling performance.

The highest coefficient obtained

from the SDTP examination and. specific subject areas in high school comes from
the English average although the difference is very slight.
Table 3 also reveals the higher correlations tl1at exist between all predictor variables and first-year averages in the school of nursing than with the
final averages therein.

This is in line with practically all previous studies

and is generally explained by the proximity of the pre-entrance test to the
first-year average.

There is, however, less fluctuation in tile coefficients

when comparing first-year and final grade averages in the school of nursing with
the high school averages and the IQ than when comparing the SD'l'P scores with
these high school averages and IQ.

Can this be caused by subjectivity in the

marking system or to similarity of the numbers involved in marking percentagewise?
A rather striking feature is that the first-year averages correlate
better with the SBrP tests than do the final averages with the SB'l'P.

This J how-

ever, follows the finding of lIartigan in his correlation study of freshman,
sophomore, junior, and senior grade averages with the National Merit Scholarship
Examination and with the California Test battery.

Freshman averages proved to

be more accurate predictors of success than did the averages of the other high
school years. 4 Higher motivation at this period in the stud.ent nurse's career
and fewer extraneous influences may explain this phenomenon in part.

Another

hypothesis is that, as suggested in the introduction, the first-year grade may
represent more theory and content subjects whereas the final grade includes a
great deal of clinical practice.

If the latter is true, the SBTP examdnation

4naniel J. Hartigan, "Some California Test Bureau Heasures Predictive of
Ninth Grade and Eleventh Grade Academic Achievement" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Loyola University, Chicago, 1962), pp. 73-4.
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may well represent what the student knows rather than what she puts into praetice on

~le

floor.

a criterion of

In other words, the SDTP examination may not be too valid as

~success

on the job."

In spite of the variations between the independent variables and the
criterion variables, Table 4 does emphasize a pattern that is observable in
regard to the five lowest-ranking variables with all criteria.

The ACE Q

scores, the Mathematics Test scores, and the Jlistory and Social Science Test
scores in descending order show weakest relationship with all criteria.
strangely, too, the high school IQ shows low correlation with all dependent variables. 5 }lost of the independent variables show lower relationships with the
psychiatric and obstetric areas tllan with the medical, surgical, and pediatric;
yet when we consider the means of the scores in the five areas, the psychiatric
has the higher (530.04) 'While medical and surgical have the lowest (491.18 and
493.47).

A look at their standard deviations seemingly indicates a more normal

grouping or cluster of scores, a better distribution for the medical and surgical areas and a greater range.

The upward trend and the narrowing of the dis-

persion noted in the psychiatric area indicates a narrowing of the spread among
the examinees in this area.
The high coefficients of correlation between the Natural Science Test
and tile first-year average (.511) as compared with tile coefficients obtained
wi th the final average (.390) lllay be due in part to the fact that the science

courses in the school of nursing occur chiefly in the first year.

\ifhat is more

difficult to explain is the relative stability of the coefficients of correlation between the Mathematics Test and the first-year and final averages in the
~Iartigan found IQ as measured by the California Short l"orm 'I'est of
Hental Maturity a highly significant factor in scholastic achievement as indicated by Freshman Grade Average in high school and on the National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test. !.hl:!!. t p. 111
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school of nursing.

The Hatllematics Test is the only one that showed coeffi-

cients of about the same degree with first-year and final averages in the school
of nursing.
Intercorre1ations of Independent Variables
~~}1 Batte~.--Since

tive validity of the

NiJ,N

the writer was primarily interested in the predic-

PNG battery, an exrunination of its intercorrelations

reveals that these are high, too high for maximum validity, in fact.

As Guil-

ford points out, the best combination of predictive variables includes tbose
that have high coefficients of correlation with the criterion anel low intercorrelations with eacb other. 6

The following table does not reveal any really low

intercorrelations.

r-L\TItIX OF

1.

ACt;; T raw score

2. ACE Q ra.,{ score
3.

ACE Ii raw score

4.

Heading Speed

5.

neading I.evel

6.

Hathematics

7.

Natural Science

8.

rast. 81 Soc. Stud.

IN'l'nlG01~r:m_.ATIONS

OF TBET HA'l'Tl1lY

Mean

S.D.

446

97.17

19.83

527 400

193

38.00

J.40

625

415

712

534

59.16

13.18

825

368

597

510

53.46

7.54

318 569 470

53.59

6.11

300

33.55

9.71

575

56.33

5.54

17.95

9.92

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

826

915

693

536

526

663

529

421

256

742

403

(All decimal points have been omitted in the coefficients.)

GGuilford, loco cit. , p.. 401.
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The ACEi T score has the lowest intercorrelatioll "lith the History and
Social Studies Test, but even this is somewhat higher than one would desire.
The ACt:: Q also has very low intercorrelation with the II is tory and Social Studies
Test, but the ACI'; Q and the History and Social Studies Test do not seem to be
very meaningful in relation to the criterion variables.

Speed of Reading and

Level of Reading both have low correlations with the Mathematics; but again.
mathematics (in our sample at least) seems to have low relationship with the
criterion variables.
The high intercorrelations between the T and the L scores, between T and
Speed of Reading, and between T and the Natural Scienee Test suggest that these
tests are either measuring the same thing or that which makes up the content of
the ACE also appears to be a strong factor or common element in the Reading and
Science Tests.

Because the ACE T includes the Q score, the T therefore corre-

lates rather highly also with the Mathematics Test.
The ACE L scores correlate more hip-)11y with the Speed of Reading Test
scores than with the Level of Reading scores, again indicating that the Speed of
Heading Test measures something included 'Wi til scholastic aptitude as measured by
tile ACE.

The high intercorrelation of the L score with the Natural Science Test

score also poses another question.

Is the Natural Science Test based as much on

verbal aptitude as on other more specialized infonnation that one might expect
to be included tmder science?

If the former is true, a combined science-reacling

test might be a more economical and valid illstrument.

Noreocver, the Speed of

Heading Test correlates highly with the I..evel of Heading 'l'est and quite highly
also with the Natural Science Test; thus strcngthenin[£ the supposi tioD that what
is being measured by the reading tests also enters strongly in the scores made
on the Natural Science Test.

Apparently there is quite an o"Verlap in the vari-

ance associated with several of these tests altholl.gl1 it may be difficult to

separate some of these components.
Low intercorrelations are found between the ACE Q scores and the History
and Sooial Studies Test, between the History Test and the Mathematics Test,
between the Q score and the Level of Reading Test, between the Mathematics Test
and the Level of Reading, and between the Mathematics Test and Speed of Reading
Test.

The latter test correlates slightly higher with all tests of tile battery

than does the Level of Reading Test; but the opposite is true when comparing the
relationships between independent variables and criterion variables, except in
the psychiatric area.

Unfortunately, these low interoorrelations occur only

within tests that do not seem particularly useful with tile criterion variables,
however.
Intercorrelations within the high school record.

d~ta.--The

reader can

analyze tlle data as set up in the following table:
TADLE 6

1. High School Average

2

3

4

5

l-lean

S.D.

.395

.893

.833

.758

88.19

4.10

.412

.321

.341

108.29

8.49

.759

.639

88.81

4.49

.623

86.63

5.77

85.74

5.88

2. High Sellool 1. Q.
3. High School Eng. Average
4. High School Science Average
5. High

SelIOO}

Hath. Average

'I'he higllest intercorrelation coefficient wi tilin the record data vaI'iabIes is the r of .907, representing the relationship between high school rank
and high school average.

This is a highly significant one, yet one might expect

an even stronger relationship to exist.

The fact that a number of high school'
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classes were very small may account for the lower figure.

Furthermore, since

this is a biserial r coefficient, it cannot properly be used in a regression
equation 7 nor can it be comparably equated vith a product-moment coefficient,
strictly spealdng.

Because of this and because the high school average appears

more stable, the coefficient derived from rank-in-class will not be considered
in our problem hereafter.

There is no need for both.

Understandably, too, the high school general average correlates highest
wi til the high school

l~nglish

average; but the correlation is also very signifi-

cant between the high school science average and also with the mathematics average.

This high relationsbip existing between the general average and each

subject average is influenced by the fact that the general average includes the
average obtained in each subject and therefore would be considered spurious.
The higb school science and

l~nglish

averages show a strong relationship

to each other in this study, and it seems rattler remarkable that the high school
mathematics average should correlate so well with the English average.

In fact,

there is a higher coefficient of correlation representing the Bnglishmathematics relationship than for the mathematics-science relationship.

These

substantial intercorrelations may indicate a great deal of overlapping of common
factors and perhaps the "halo effect" as well as the subjectivity of teachers'
marks; for the intercorrelations between the llign school marks and the achievement tests in the

NLt~

battery show mucb lower relationships, as can be seen in

Table 1.
In this study, the slight relationship that appears to exist between the
11igb school IQ and tlle criterion variables is also evident in the intercorrela7Garrett, ,loc. cit., p. 380 states that the biserial r has no standard
error of estimate and the score predicted for all members of the group is simply
the mean of the category.
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tions between the IQ and the general and subject averages in the high school.
Particularly surprising is the low r of .321 between high school science and the
IQ as well as the fact that the r between IQ and the English average is higher
than the r between IQ and the general average.

The fact that these IQs were

derived from various intelligence tests (althouWl an attempt was made to make
them equivalent) and that they were administered at various times in the students' high school career possibly account for the lower-than-expected
coefficients.
Intercorrelations witllin tlle test battety and the

hi~

school data.--

IIigh intercorrelations l)etween the high school l;nglish average and the science
average, between the rnglish and the mathematics average, between the mathematics average and tJle science average, as noted in the preceding section, and. the
IOller intercorrelations between these averages and various parts of the test
battery give support to the lack of agreement between marking systems and standardized test scores.

Reference to Table I ulso reveals that the highest inter-

correlations are between the

h~gh

school matheootic.s average and the Hathematics

Test and between the English average and the ACE L scores.

The Hatbematics Test,

however, is ninth grade level so that it is possible for the average applicant
. thout a strong high school mathematics background to do as well on the test
as she did in high school even though sbe elected general or business mathematic
rather than algebra antI geometry.

There is a rather marl<ed relationship present

between mathematics average and the ACE Q although tlle relationship of the
mathematics average with the T score is juat as sulH3tantial.

The correlation

between science average and the Natural Science Test is low.

The ACF. L score

correlates to a greater degree with the science average.

One might also

expect a better correlation between the Q score antI the science and mathematics
averages in high school.

The courses in high school science, however,

06

included general and introductory courses which did not require as strong a.
mathematics background or aptitude as did the more advanced courses in chemistry
and physics of the college preparatory curriculum.
took only one science course.

Moreoever, some students

These factors probably influence tilese results

and lower the relationships.
More substantial relationships within tile test battery and the high
school record data consistently appear between the English average and the various sub-tests.

Low relationsbips appear particularly between the mathematics

and science averages.

One might have expected lower relationships between the

Dlathematics average and the History and SC)cial Studies Test and between the
mathematics average and Speed and Level of Reading Tests; yet the negligible
relationship between science average and ACE Q is worthy of note.

Since the

ITistory and Social Studies Test shows low relationship with criterion variables,
i t seems to be of slight use in the battery.

The ACE Psychological Fxamination and the two reading tests correlate
higher with the HI as recorded on the high school transcript than they do with
high school averages, general or in specific subjects, suggesting that the
aforen~ntioned

reading tests in tile NLN battery may be measuring scholastic

aptitude as much as or more than achievement. ::;uc11 occurrences lead one to
concur with the present-day trend of thought that acllievement cannot be separated from aptitude or vice versa.

Again, there is also the probability that

teachers' marks have more than a degree of subjectivity.

Since the ACE is also

a measure of scholastic aptitude, one expects SUbstantial relationships between
this instrument and the high school IQ score.

The r of .504 between; IQ and the

ACT; T score and the r of .496 between the IQ and the ACE L score are fairly sub-

stantial, yet one would expec.t to find somewhat stronger relationship existing.
It can be noted that the Speed of Reading Test is more aligned with IQ than is
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the Level of Reading Test.

This factor also appears when comparing the ACE 'With

both reading tests--8peed of Rending shows stronger relationship than does the
Level of Reading Test.

One would also llope for more substantial correlation

between IQ and the Natural Science Test..

nigh School mathematics average appeaD

to be as good as the Mathematics Test; irrespective of the type of mathematics
courses tall:en in tIle high school; yet the ACE Q score correlates somErWhat better
wi th the Mathematics Test than with the high school mathematics average.

Since

the high school mathematics average is as useful as the Mathematics Test, one
questions the advisability of administering the

~Bthematics

Test, particularly

if it can be shown that mathematics itself contributes little in the combination
of variables to be later used in the regression formula.

It is also interesting

to note that the coeffieients derived from the high sehool English average and
all tests in the battery, excepting the ACE Q and the Mathematics Test, are
slightly higher than those caIeulated between the
and the test battery.

bi~

school general average

This probably indicates a preponderance of the verbal

factor in all of the tests.
Intercorrelations Within Criterion Variables
Within criterion variables, the highest intercorrelations understandably
occur between first-year and final averages.

This coefficient of .880 is only a

little lower than the intercorrelation coefficient of .915 between the ACE T and

I. scores. Within the SDTP examination scores, the coeff.icients present some
interesting patterns as Table 7 graphically reveals.

One observes that substan-

tial relationships exist between medical and surgical areas and between medical
and obstetric, vhereas slight relationsllip exists between obstetric and psychiatric.

These coefficients perhaps indicate, among other things, the naturally

close relationships between medical-surgical and the differenoes in psychiatrio
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techniques and content from other nursing areas.
sistently are found in the psychiatric area.

The lowest coefficients con-

Incidentally, the lowest r in the

pediatric field is also the highest r in the psychiatric.

The fact that the

psychiatric examination has a much higher mean also suggests that stronger emphasis in the nursing curriculum may be a factor in the differences.

In short,

there is a marked relationship among all areas of the SBTP examination .,dth the
exception of the psychiatric area.

The first-year average in

~le

school of

'

nursing shows a somewhat stronger relationship with all SBTI) areas than does the
final average.
TABLE 7

INTFJWOIlItf5LATIONS WITHIN CRITFJUON VAlUABLES

-

1

2

-

680

2. Surgical

680

-

600

629

499

538

482

3. Obstetric

654-

600

-

592

387

510

453

592

-

526

526

-

403

1. 1<fedical

4. Pediatric
5. Psychiatric

633
486

629
499

:)

4

5

6

7

654,

633

486

562

467

,

, 491.18
i

387

S.D.

Mean

\

78.65
:

493.47

78.92

' 506.19

75.91

,
,
:

436

509.16

405

74.90

:

362

i

530.04

I

,

72.13

,

6. First Year Av.

562

538

510

436

403

-

880

7. Final Av.

467

482

453

405

362

880

-

86.05
i

l

,

86.87 ,

4.01
3.14

(All decimal points have been omitted in the coefficients.)

Summary of Relationships
First-year average in the school of nursing shows more significant relationships with the independent variables and with the SBTP examination than does
the final average.

It shows substantial relationship with those variables that
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appear to be most important in the setting up of a prediction equation, the

hi~l

school average, the ACE T and L scores, the reading tests' scores, and the
science scores.

Furthermore, since each section of the State Board Test varies

in the strength of its relationship witil the independent variables, the author
deemed the freshman average to be the best criterion measure for practical use.
Although some studies have used the SDTP composite for correlation purposes,
since the examinee must pass each test separately with a minimum score of 350 or
400, according to state specifications, resort to this additive score seems less
valid.

In fact, on a trial run, the use of this composite score teamed with an

additive composite on tile NLN
sample.

P~

gave a coefficient of only .038 for this

Furthermore, since most failures occur during the first year, tilis fact

also contributed to the decision to use the

first-yea~

average as the dependent

variable.
Use of the IQ as a predictor variable seemed to be of negligible value
in tiiis sample population.

Although rank in high school class produced a

coeff~

cient of .742 wi til the first-year average and .667 with the final average in the
school of nursing, compared with coefficients of .696 between high school average and first-year average in the school of nursing and .678 between high school
average and final average, the relationship of rank with the SBTP examination
appeared mOl'e ttllcertain and unstable than did those between high school average
and the SDTP.

For these reasons, it was decided to use the high school average

combined with the NLN PNG tests as predictor variables in constructing the multiple R and a regression equation.
tions for use

wi~l

Furhllermore, setting up five different equa-

the SBTP criterion seemed impractical, particularly in view

of the rather low correlations and of tile large error of estimate due to the
large standard deviation.
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Resul ts of }Olnl tiple Correlation
the writer, for the reasons stated above, decided to use the

Altho~l

fremunan average in the school of nursing as the criterion variable in determining the regression equation according to the DuBois multivariate analysis
scheme, she also experimented with the various other criterion measures to see
what, if any, two-test combinations might be used advantageously to furnish the
"best fit" with each criterion measure, hoping to find. a short-cut or minimum
battery which might compare favorably with a longer one.

Because of the high

intercorrelations within predictor variables, there was some doubt as to the
relative combined value of several variables that separately showed high correlation with criterion variables.

For example, by combining high scbool average

and the Level of Heading Test, both of which had varying degrees of correlation
wi th all criterion variables, would the weighting factor in the combination lead
to more equal R's among the seven criterion variables?

Or would a combination

of the AmJ T score Mel the Level of Reading applied to each cri torion offer a
sufficiently substantial R in all areas of the SDTP particularly? How would the
various correlations and intercorrelations affect the size of R so Hiat optimal
strength coru(] be judged? Knowledge of these influences would be of some
assistance, moreoever, in the cboice of variables in a five or six variable combination or selection of a test battery.

In manipulating two independent vari-

abIes ,dth each criterion variable the following formula was used:
2
R

1.23

=

r212 + r213 - 2(r12)(r13)(r23)
1 _ r2

23
The following multiple coefficients are giVen for means of comparison so tbat
the reader may observe the similarities and differences
combinations of independent and dependent variables.

alJ]OIli~

the various

J
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~------------------------------------------------------------~
TABLE 8
J.roLTIPLB C01:UIELATIONS AHom 'l'lIH.EE VARIABLES, INCLUDIMJ ONg INDEX OF
SUCCESS AND 'l'\W

In:DICTIV1~

INDICES

aSimple coefficients are listed where necessa~ to help the reader identify the amolUlt of change "When another variable is added.
bAn increase of only .0006 points to the high school average taken
alone.
,,1
ll.'

;U
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Predictor Variable
Tiigh School Av. (.416), ACE T (.543)

SBrP-Hedical

i
i

.5720

ACli: T. Reading Level (.440)

It

High Seh. Science Av. (.350), ACE T

11

"

.5611

ACE T. Natural Science Test (.463)

II

11

.5601

ACE L (.514), Y~thematics Test (.373)

It

High School Science Av., Science Test

II

"

.4980

Heading Level, Heading Speed (.419)

"

1\

.4512

ACF, T (.423), Rending IJevel (.423 )

I

SBTP-Obstetric

"

High Seh. Av., ACF. '1'
ACE L (.480), Reading I,evel (.425)

It

:

High Sch. Av. (.331), Heading Level

.5710

.5431

.4882

"

.4772

II

.4481

STITP--Pedia tri c

.5059

It

"

.4981

ACE L, High School Average (.340)

It

"

.4949

ACI<1 T, High School Average

\I

"

.4698

ACB T (.447), Iteading Level

Head. Speed (.438), Eng. Av. (.328)

SBTP-Psychiatric

.4678

"

II

.4603

Reading Speed, ACE L

..

It

.4536

neading Level, ACE T (.346)

"

"

.4474

Heading Level, IQ (.274)

It

"

.4433

ACl': T, English Average

"

fI

.3597

Reading Level (.425), ACE L (.404)

....

Mu.l. tip1e It

Criterion Variable
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According to the results obtained when using the first-year average in
the school of nursing as the criterion variable, the high school average and the

Reading Level Test taken together give the highest coefficient for this sample
(.7399) followed by the ACE T score and high school average (.7307).

Using

individual tests from the NLN PNG batter,y only, surprisingly, the L score and
the Hathematics Test score produce the Idghest two-variable combination, with a
multiple coefficient of .5853, followed

~

the ACE T and Science Test coeffi-

cient of .5684.
The coefficients of correlation between tl1e final average in the scllo01
of nursing and two-variable combinations of predictor indices indicate that the
highest coefficient again is obtained. 'When using the high school average and
Reading Level Test

score-~6895;

second place in degree of relationship occurs in

this instance with high school average and. the MathemaHcs Test.

Because the

Mathematics Test coefficient remained stable over the three-year period 'While
others decreased in size, a stronger multiple R emerged in tilis combination.

In

combining parts of the test battery only, the ACH L score and the Hathematics
Test score again exhibit the best multiple coefficient with an R of .4991, a
d.rop of .1862 point,s from the first-year average as criterion.

Although the R

of .6895 between high school average, Reading Level, and final average appears
to be much more significant than the R of .4991 between ACE L, Hathematies, and
final average, one must remember that it is not tile addition of tile second variable that strengthens the relationship but the single variable of high school
average witil its coefficient of .678.

In the second instance, however, in

judging the relative contributions of the individual tests, the addition of
L (.402) to the Mathematics Test coefficient (.436) increases the multiple
coefficient to .499.

ACI~
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One can readily sec that the IQ contributes little or ..thing when added
to any of the predictor variables in this sample when using grade averages in
the school of nursing as criterion variables.

Althoup-)1 Speed of Ueading and

Level of H.eading scores show consistently sUbstantial relationships with six
criteria (except final average), their high intercorrelations prevent their use
in a two-variable combination; however, their use in a multi-variable equation
may subsequently be shown to be of value.
Perusal of the five areas of the SDTP examination led to the conviction
that, taken together, the Level of Reading, the high school average, and. the ACE
T scores would make the most valuable combination in four of the areas.

The use

of two variables only would cause slight changes in position of the two most
important measures.

The psychiatric area posed something of a problem because

of its dissimilarity to the others.

Here, Speed of Reading and high school

English average rather than Level of Ueading and general average gave the highest coefficients of correlation, followed by Level of n.eading and ACIi; L.

Use of

the English average or the ACE L, however, seemed UIl'W'arranted because of the
higher intercorrelations ,rl thin these two variables and the other parts of the
battery.

~foreoever,

points lower.

ACE T and the Level of Heading combination are only .0204

Furtllermore, since ACE T score comprehends both the L ond Q

scores, it appeared wiser to select it as the predictor.

Then, too, from the

standpoint of economy antI simplification, choicc of tlie ACE T and the general
high school average e,ren for the psychiatric area seemed justified in order to
consistently apply the same vuriables to all areas of the SBTP examination.
Proceeding therefo,:e to the addition of more variables to those above by
means of the DuBois method and using the first-year average in the school of
nursing as the criterion variable, it

,~s

found that a six-predictor battery

comprising the high scllool general average, Level of Reading Test, Science Test,
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Speed of Reading Test, ACE T and Mathematics Test produced a coefficient of
.754.

A four-variable combination, omitting the Speed of Reading and the Mathe-

matics Test, yielded a multiple of .752.

This difference between the multiple n

with six variables and the R with four variables is not significant according to
2
2
an }' test for such a difference: F "" (U 1 - n 2 )(N -. lill - 1)8

(1 - R21)(~ -

2)

ID

It is noteworthy that the Level of Heading contributes more to the
battery than does the ACE when combined with high school average.
intercorrelations of the

ACI~

The high

T and L scores witll Speed of Ueading and with the

Science Test, as pointecl out earlier, result in the lesser position and significance of the ACE, the Speed of Reading, and the Science 'l'est in the ID1Jltiple.
'1'he Mathematics 'rest and the History and Social StU(lies 'rest are of negligible
value, the latter leading to no increase in the multiple.

The results of the

selection process are show in the following table, Table 9.
TABlE 9
ELDIUIATION OF PREDICTOR 01·' LEAST VALUE BY MRANS
OF NULTlruJ COlmELATION OF SIX VARIAllLl'::S
\VITlI Fn1ST-YEAR AVERAGE

High School Average, Reading Level Test, ACE T,
Science Test, Speed of Heading 'l'est, r·tathematics Test

.7541

;figh School Average, Reading Level Test, ACE T,
Science Test, Speed. of Heading Test

.7534

HiV)l School Average, Reading Level 'l'est, ACE T,
Science Test

.7520

High School Average, Iteuding Level 'l'est, ACE T

.7495

High Rchool Average, I-teading Level Test

.7399

High School Average

.6956

8G~ilford,

100.

cit., p. 400.
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Using the re8ults of Table 9 and. following the DuBois method of calcDlnting

~le

differential weights for each of the predictors, we have for our

regression equation:
X .... 5179x6 + .161ax5 + (- .06l6)x4 + .0297x3 + .0617x2 + .013axl + 2a.17K 9
where:

X - Predicted grade average in first year of the nursing program
%6

11:1

High school average

x5 ... Level of reading test score

x.

11:1

,Speed of reading test score

Za .. ACE
~

T score

... Science test score

Xl - Mathematics test score
Predicted grades for a random smnpling of three students in the group
were calculated by means of this equation.

Results can be seen below:

tredicted Score

A.ctual Score

CARD NO. 1

91.2

94.5

CAlID NO. 60

78.5

79.0

CARD NO. 150

85.2

86.6

Since the standard error of estiaate is 3.05 the forecasted averages come vithin
very reasonable limits.
For reasons stated previously and also because the standard error of
estimate for the SBTP criteria appears to be too large for accurate predictio~l~
~le

writer, nevertheless, decided to exhaust all possibilities in striving to

attain a meaningful formula in prediction.

She, therefore, employed the DuBois

90mi tting the fl8thematics Test in our equation we have K .. 28.63
10Since the SI~P examination is recorded in standard scores with a mean
of 500, the standard deviations for the medical and psychiatric, for example, aJW
78.65 and 72.13; the standard error of estimate is 62.65 and 63.9 respectively.

ps
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technique with several areas of the SBTP as the criterion variable to determine
how much each test really contributes in prediction in comparison with the previous multiple R attained with school of nursing first-year average as criterion
Taking the Medical score as the criterion variable and using the ACE T score,
the high school average, the Level of Reading Test, the Natural Science Test,
the Speed of Heading 1'est, and the }>Jathematics Test scores as predictor variables, a multiple coefficient of correlation of .6046 was obtained, an increase
of .0621 over the highest single coefficient derived from the ACE T alone.

The

following table gives the contributions of each variable:
TAnLi~

10

ELIMINATION Ol~ PHEDICTOR OF LGAST VALUE BY l-1EANS OF MULTIPLE
CORRELATION OF SIX VARIABLES WI'TII SBTP - MEDICAL

ACE T, High School Average, Reading Level 'l'est,
Natural Science Test, ~peed of Reading Test, ~futhematics Test

.6046

AGE T, High School Average f Reading Level Test,
Natural Science Test, Speed of Heading Test

.6032

AGE '1', High School Average, Reading Level Test,
Natural Science Test

.5972

A(,"E T J High School Average, Reading Level Test

.5953

ACE T J High Scltool Average

.5719

ACE T

.5429

In judging a candidate's ability to succeed in the SBTP medical examination, therefore, in the sample studied one would rely chiefly on scores obtained
on the ACE T, the Level of n.eading Test, and the high school average, as these
three variables assume the most importance.
Looking at the least representative area of the SBTP examination, the
psychiatric. we find that the Speed of Reading Test alone gives a coefficient of
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correlation of .4381, wereasthe addition of five more variables, the ACE T
score, the Level of Heading, the English average (whieh in this case shows more
relationship than the general high school average), the Natural Science Test,
and the History and Social Studies Test scores furnish a multiple
which is an improvement of only .0257.

It

of .4639,

With the standard error of estimate

being 63.9, this n of .4639 seems to be of slight '\ralue, for it reduces the
error of prediction by only 11.2 per cent and indicates that 21.2 per cent of
~e

variance has been accounted for.

A good individual test may do as much.

For these reasons, the use of regression eqtultions for these five criteria of
the State Board tests would seem most impractical.

One could predict, to some

extent perhaps, the ranking of the students and also estimate those soores clustering arountl the mean quite accurately, but tile estimate for those at ei thor
end of the scales would ten£l to be very lID.reliable.

And it is in +.11e lower end

partioularly that the a£lmissions office is most concerned.
As an illustration, again t.aking the three cards selected previo'U.sly for
testing the equation <lerive(l from the first-year average as criterion, the following predictions 'Were calculated for the SETI) - medical area.
Predicted

~core

Actual Score

CA.RD NO.1

508

566

CAUl) NO. 60

414

411

CARD NO. 150

475

485

'I'hen, taking a few cards not randomly selected but wi til borderline scores on the
sr~p

examination, medical area, the following predictions were obtaiued:
Predicted Score

Actual Score

CARD NO. 197

448

350

CARD NO. 185

456

335

70

In the latter case the difference is 121 points.
useful.

Por

~lese

Such estimates would not be

reasons, to set up five separate equations for the five areas

of the SnTP examination would not be feasible.

Since much more than scholastic

ability is operating in the outcome of the examination at this time, it seems
more appropriate to forecast only the first-year average in the school of nursing and then to rely on rllOre subjective clinical evidence which mny bf' found in
personal and educational background in

mru~ing

judgnents on the nOll-scholastic

trai ts and fact,ors that operate in the further success of tJle applicant.
can be followed in the next chapter.

This

...

CHAPTER V
STUDY OF \YlTIIDRAWAL-FAILURE GIWUP

In the preceding chapter, those variables which, according to the
statistical evidence, appeared to be most useful were given appropriate weights.
The regression equation constructed therefrom appeared llelpful in predicting
probable scores or averages to be attained by the sample studied, tile success
group, and also by others who closely resemble that sample as far as nursing
school averages are concerned but seemed most impractical in predicting individual scores on the SDTP examination in the five areas.

The resnl ts are somewbat

distorted, however, by the pre-selection effects; therefore, the application of
the equation to those who withdrew from or failed in the program indicated tilat
it wns of little use with this group also.

Many

of these students had compa-

rable scores on the PNr tests or in 11igh school average.

They bad been inter-

viewed and, in many instances, were judged to be promising candidates.

Clearly,

supplementary data of a non-scholastic nature, subjected to rational analysis,
must be used in sound selection procedures.

Consideration must be given to

other factors which may serve as a part of the team of predictors.

This chapter

gives the results of this part of the investigation.
The data on the cards of the withdrawal-failure or non-success group
seemed to show no consistent characteristics or pattern, either in scholastic
ratings, test scores, or in background information.

It appeared likely. haw-

evert tl1at a breakdown according to the reasons for dropping out might give a
clearer, more meaningful picture of the situation although doing so divided the
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group into small categories.

In addition, therefore, to

~le

overall comparison

of ilie success and non-success groups, an analysis according to the following
types was included for any value it might have:
1.

Failure group (25.5%)

2. Withdrawal for other reasons
a. Mnrriage (35.~~)
b. Dislike or lack of interest (21.4%)
c. ~liscellaneous (17 .4%)
One recognizes. of course, that the reasons for witlldrawal may have been influenced. by factors other than those given or that these reasons often overlap or
interact upon each other.
Com~rison of Edueational Background of
Successful and Non-Successful S~'!!!

The results of the analyses are expressed in percentages.

This proce-

dure seemed more appropriate because the two groups differed in size; percentages placed both on a more equal footing for comparison of likenesses and
differences in charaoteristics.
of the two groups.

The following tables present a graphic picture

The term "failure" as used in the tables means all those 'Who

failed to complete the program and pass tIle SDTP exal·dnation.
Interpretation of Comparison
That two-thirds of the withdrawal-failure group took a minimum high
school program compared with less than one-fourth of the success group t,11at
elected to take the minimum is very significant.

Important also is the

age of students in each group that elected to take a maximum program.

pt~rcent,-

Further

analysis of the subgroups reveals that an even higher percentage of students
labeled "not interested" or "marriage" chose a light program.

(fllis in i tecH

can mean a number of things--underachievement, lower intelligence and thus

--

Inn
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TABLE 11
UNITS TAKF:N IN HIGH SCHOOL~
,

,
!

15-16

i

17-18

!
i

A.

D.

Success Group
\'Vi thdr .-Fail ure Group
(Not interested)
(Marriage

I
!

23.7%
66.2
75.0
76.4

19+

i

49.~

II
,

26.7%
3.9
12.5

,i

29.9
12.5
23.6

-

!

Percentage of each category in terms of success or failure:
I

15-16 Units

17-18 Units

I

Success }<'ailure
45.5
M.5

Ii

I

Success

,!

72~7

I

Failure
27.3

;

t

19+ U:nits

:
1

:

Success
84.1

Failure
15.9

~xcludes physical education, chorus, courses carrying less than
credit per semester.

TABLg 12
AVEltAGE IN HIGH SCHOOL
I
I

English Av.

Science Av.

88.~

86.6%
83.5
86.2
82.3

General Av.

i
!
!

Success Group
'Hthdr.-Failure Group
~Not interested)
l-Iarriage

\

i
!
i

;

!
j

85.4
86.1
87.2

88.0%
84.0
86.0
85.8

,

TABLE 13

RANK IN IIIGH SCHOOL AND lUWOlmEn IQ
;

Above Hedian

I

Below r.Jedian

Recorded
IQ

i

Success Group
"'i thdr. -Fail ure Group
~Not interested)

l-farriage)

83.8%
56.3
68.7
70.6

!

108
105
103
105

16.2%
43.7
31.3
29.4.
\
I

,
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TABLE 14
cumUCUWH PURSUED IN HIGH SCHOOL

Acad.

Gen.

COnlller.

II. Ec.

19.~

25.31'

28.2

21.7

5.1%
13.6
30.0
17.6

.
39.4~b

A. Success Group

l,,"i thdr .-Failure Group 30.6
50.0
~Not interested)
Harriage)
47.1
I

II.

-23.5

20.0
17.8

i

II. Ec.
Commer.
,

Acad.
Commer.

2.0%
5.9

8.5%

I

I

;

i
I

-

I

1

!

---

Percentage of each curriculum group in terms of success or failure:
Academi c OnlZ

I

Success Failure
75.0
25.0

General
Success
61.9

Home Economics
.

Q9mmercial OnlZ
Success Failure
72.7
27.3

Failure
38.1

Combined
Acad.-Gommereial
.
Success Failure
78.5
21.5

I

i

Suceess
53.8

Failure
46.2

j

!

i

TABLE 15
SIZE

a

OF HIGH SCnOOL AT'l'ENlmD
i

A.

13.

Success Group
Withdr.-Failure Group
~Not interested)
Marriage)

Small

Nedium

32.8'fo

29.3%
29.0

20.3

Large

j

37 .~b
50.7

!
I

i

Pereentage of entire group in various-size schools:
;

,

Small School
29·27~

Suceess Failure
80.2
19.8

Hedium School
29.2%
Success Failure
71.6
28.4

Large Sehool
41.6f~

Success
64.2

Failure
34.8

any small school is meant from 4 to 40 in graduating class; by medium
school, 41 to 125; b)' large school, 126 to 500.
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TABLE 16

TABLE 17

INDICATION OF BEINJ UNDmtACHlh"VER
Success Group
'~ithdr.-I"ai1ure

Group

NLt~

PNt RAW sconE MEAN

Success Group
\vithdr.-Failure Group
(Not interested)
(Hardage)

21.7tfo
29.5

312
295
304
305

TABU.; 18

WOUK I{!{PJ<1RIENCE OF STUDENTS

A.

B.

Success Group
'Hthdr.-Failure Group
(Not interested)
(Ma.rria.ge)

None

lIospital

Other

47.09;
41.4
66.7
21.4

25.3%
21.4
22.2
35.7

27.7%
37.1
11.1
42.9

,

,

Percentage of each category in terms of success and failure:
No Experience

Hospital EXJ!erience

;?\3

45.~

/\
Success Failure
76.2

23.8

Success
76.9

Failure
23.1

Other F,xperience
30.3

/\

Success Failure
67.9
32.1

adherence to a track system, lack of adequate programs in the high school, or
lack of interest in scholastic work.

The figures in Table 11 show significantly

that of all those who had taken a minimum high school program 54.5 per cent were
withdrawals or failures, whereas of those taking nineteen or more subjects only
15.9 per cent were among the un8tlCcessful group.
In checking other evidence, such as high school average, rank, IQ,
curriculum pursued, it was found that the success group surpassed the nonsuccess group altllough the two subgroups, marriage and not interested, remained
closer to the group mean of the success group in rank in high school.

Very sig-

nificant is the fact that almost 84 per cent of the success group ranked above
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the median in their high school class whereas only 56 per cent of the wit.hdravaJ,.
failure group achieTed this distinction.

Since 70.6 per cent of the marriage

group and 68.7 per cent of the not interested group scored in the upper half of
their classes. their excll18ion would have meant au even lower percentage of the
dropouts vbo belonged in the upper half of their classes.

To find that these

two subgroups, marriage and not interested, ranked in the upper half was somewhat surprising.

On tllis point, they closely resembled the success group; how-

ever, a glance at Table 11 provides the information that often they had followed
a light program.

The not interested group bore a close resemblance to the

withdrawal-failure group as a vbole but had a slightly lower mean IQ.

That may

explain partially vby they carried a minimwa high school program in terms of
10-16 units.

Closely allied to the overall picture of achievement in high school is
the type of curriculum puruaed.

Although the withdrawal-failure group was

rather evenly divided. in its selection of an academic, a general, or a home
economics program, the success group as a wole cllose the academic or its combination with ad_ditional commercial subjects (47.9 per cent total) f with only onefifth of this group selecting a general curriculUlll.

Those in the marriage or

not interested groupe often followed an academic program also; in fact, tile percentage is even 11igber than for the success group.

It must be recalled, hov-

ever, that these two subgroups had often chosen a light program in nWDber of
un! ts taken.

Of some import is the comparison in Table 14 'Which shows that those
students in the academic or academic-commercial program showed the lowest percentages of failure in the nursing program while those with a home economics
major or a general program had a higher rate of failure.

We do not mean to

imply that the type of studies had a direct influence or caused this vi thdrawal

>
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or failure in the school of nursing.

It is stated merely that those students in

the sample who chose or were guided to a home economics major or who chose many
electives showed a greater tendency to withdraw or fail.
In finding the percentages of those who were considered to be underachievers, the following criteria were used:

On the basis of the recorded IQs

it was assumed that a score of 95-105 was average; one of 106-119, above average; and any of 120 and above, superior.

In like manner, according to the high

school marking systems, C was considered average; B, above average; and At superior.

Because some of the classes varied greatly in size t rank was considered

more valid in the larger classes where above-average and superior students
should have been at least in the upper third and the average students near the
center of the group.

Any

serious deviation between ayerage and IQ would seem-

ingly ind.icate underachievement, particularly i f the ACE or other tests
corroborated .this judgment.
Interestingly enough, although 29.5 per cent of the withdrawal-failure
group could be considered underachievers in high school, 21.1 per cent of the
success group could also be classified as such.
that,

alth~ugh

The probable explanation is

these students in the success group had not lived up to their

potential in high school, a more mature attitude or more interest in this field
led them to perform better in the school of nursing than they had done in the
past or they at least aellieved a certain mintmal level of success sufficient to
assure graduation and licensure.

Closely related to this aspect of under-

achievement was the finding that 19.4 per cent of the withdrawal-failure group
and 10.6 per cent of the success group had IQs above 105 and yet pursued a minimum high school program.

Although both of these percentages are somewhat low,

there is a 8.8 per cent difference between the two groups.
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The author realizes that generalizations based on group means can be
misleading .at times. I t. must also be remembered that the number in each subgroup is very small and therefore may not be too representative of a larger
population.

According to the data presented in the tables, it may be said that,

subject to the above lim tations. the pattern of the not interested and the marriage groups in this sample may be summarized as follows:

They had a slightly

higher general average; a higher percentage of them ranked in the upper half of
their classes than did the withdrawal-failure group as a whole.

The most strik-

ing point of departure that distinguished these two subgroups was noted in Table
11, Un! ts Taken in High School.

Here they had the largest percentage of stu-

dents in the Ir>-16 uni t bracket of all the groups.

I f the wri ter may risk an

interpretation, it seems that these people tended to take a lighter program than
did the others; however, the lower IQ of the disinterested group combined with
the higher percentage of tbis group that placed above the mean in rank and also
achieved a slightly higher general average suggests that some members of this
group withdrew because of unrealistic goals or frustration in a situation d.ifferent from their high scbool experiences.

In higJ:l school they had taken a

lighter program with which they could cope satisfactorily; here they had to oompete on an equal basis with all others.
Regarding the size of high school attended, it appeared neoessary first
of all to show the relative

I~roentage

of the entire group from the three types

of schools and tilen to indioate the proportion of successful and unsuccessful
students from each type.

Although the trend is slight, it does seem that stu-

dents from tile smaller schools showed more persistenoe and stability in pursuing their nursing careers.

}lore dropouts came from tile large sohools than from

the small or medium-sized ones •. There Hay have been and probnHy were more
influences at work that also led to tilis situation; therefore. tilis better
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showing from the small schools does not infer that size of school is the direct
or responsible cause of the effect noted.

However, size might be taken into

consideration along with other factors when making judgments about the questionable stability of the candidates and their possibility of success.
In Table 18 it can be noted that there is a larger percentage of
wi tlldrawal-failures from tile group of students who elected part-time work in

areas other than hospital care.

From tilis point alone one might attribute this

higher rate of failure to lack of insight into what the nursing career entails.
On the other hand, the record of the group that had no

wo~

experience whatever

was as good as that of tlle group that had some hospital experience.

It may be

that those who 'Y'orked came from a lower socio-economic level or from a more
insecure home.

This, too, is matter for a comprehensive and detailed study in

its own right and should be investigated thoroughly.

The table indicates that,

in this sample, part-time work in itself did not contribute one way or another
in assessing non-scholastic influences that affect a student's behavior.
Co!p!rison of the Family Background of
Successful and Non-8uccessful Students
Another facet investigated for possible clues to lack of motivation and
persistence was the family background of the students as far as
determined from the cumulative record data.

~lis

conld be

A summary of tIlis information

follows in the tables below. (page 89.)
Interpretation of CODq)arisons
From the percentages in Table 19 it appeared that girls from the rural
areas had a slightly higher chance of success, all things being equal, than did
those residing in the city although the school of nursing drew only one-third of
its students from non-urban areas.

The difference, however, is too small to
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TABLE 19
PLACI~

A.

B.

Success Group
Withdr.-Failure Group
~Not interested)
Marriage)

OF RESIDF.NCF.
Urban

Rural

64.6~

35.45'
29.1
41.2
22.2

70.9
58.8
77.8

I

1

Percentage of total:

i~%

Sue.
69.4

Rural

Other Citx
31,.,0;$

In Cit,l
I

Fail.
30.6

I

I

!

i

Sue.
69.8

Small Town

3,~~

\

Fail.
30.2

&

Suc.
73.1

!t
I'

Fail.
26.9

\:

TABLE 20
SIZE OF FAMILY
!

A.

Only
Child

2-3
Children

Success Group

8.5%

\vi thdr .-Failure Group
~Not interested)

5.3
5.9

38.9%
42.1
41.2
33.3

~farriage)

B.

.

---

I

Child.ren

7 or more
Children

38.4%
44.7
47.0
44.4

14.1%
7.9
5.9
22.3

4-6

I

Percentage in each categor,y in terms of success or failure:
Only Child

Sue.
81.0

Fail.
19.0

\

II
I\

2-3 Children

4-6 Children

\

Suc.
72.6

Sue.
73.1

\

Fail.
27.4

Pail.
26.9

I

-

7 or mor;e
Sue.
82.4-

Fail.

17.6
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'l'ABLE 21
POSITION OF STUDENT IN FANILY
YOUllgeat

B.

,

Success Group
Withdr.-Fai1ure Group
(Not interested)
(Marriage)

Oldest

Other

37.~

42.95b
39.7
47.0
44.5

I

i

A.

!I

19.2%
30.9
11.8
11.1

!,
\

I

I

l

i

29.4
60.0
44.4

!
I.

.,

,I

Percentage of each category in terms of success or failure:
i

Suc.l\ail.
64.4- 35.6

1

I

l\
Sue: Fail.
78.9 21.1

TADLE 22
PARENTS' EDUCATION
)

Some High
School

8th Grade
or Less

, Fath. Moth.

Fath.

I

Hoth.

,

Completed
High School
Fath.

Moth.

,
,t
i

Some
College
Fath.

~loth.

J
i

A.

, 26.6
Success G.
23.4
\f. -F. Grou)
(Not into
(Hardage) , 28.6

--

D.

Percentage of' 25.5
tot. in each:',

33.3 1 28 • 7
28.4 I 39.0
54,5 18.2
14.3 42.8

22.1
19.5
9.1
7.2
20.9

25.5
32.4
18.2
50.0

I

I

j

i

I

;

31.6

i

! 32.0

35.9
34.7
54.5
42.8

14.6 1 13.3
7.8
16.2
27.3 18.2
7.1
7.2

I

I

27.0 I 35.5
\

I 15.6
i

I

11.6

i

Father:

Sue.
77.3

Fail.
22.7

Sue.
79.0

Fail.
21.0

Sue.
71.0

Fail.
29.0

Sue.
70.0

Fail.
30.0

Mother:,

79.6

20.4

67.5

32.5

76.1

23.9

86.7

13.3
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TABLE 23
FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS

Profess'al

,i

1
,

A.

Business
Office

Farming

52.5%
58.3

23.7)0
26.4

17.7%
11.1

54.1

24.4
/".\
!

,

Suc. Fail.
75.8 24.2

]
;

&:

~

!
Success Group!
W.-F. Group I

.i

1
j

1,
"
1

I

fl.

Factory
Labor

&:

Percentage ofl
tot. in each:

I

5.6

1
j

/\
Sue.

Fail.

I 80.0
I

20.0

r

/\.

I
~

I
i,;

I

Suc.
74.8

"\

Fail.
25.2

I

15.9

I

i

'\

.I \
Sue. Fail.
81.4 18.6

;

l
TAl3LE 24

HOl'lmns' OOCUPATIONS m:JFOIIE MARRIAGE

,

"Nrsg. & Tchg.

a

!

Factory

Office

I :t-tiscellaneous
£

A.

Success Group 13.2%
6.3
Group

'Y'
B.

Percentage of
tot. in each: b

7.7

/\

Sue.

l~ail.

22.95'
37.5

34.1%
25.0

.-F.

16.5

/\

Sue.

Fail.

~

I

'I

21.2
/
Sue. Fail.

19.2

/\

!\
, Suc.

1-

l"ail.

i

85.0

15.0

74.4

25.6

!

80.0

20.0

!:

68.0

32.0

aOf this group, 4.7% had been nurses (Success), and 4.2% (\i.-F.)

b3IS~4% of the mothers had not worked before marriage evidently. This
group had 72.2% of their daughters being successful; whereas 67.5% of the
daughters of working mothers were successful.
show a definite trend.

The rural group may have been more highly motivated to

succeed despite hardships encountered.

This, too, is a point for careflu, more
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thorough study with a larger sample.
Judging from the figures listed under "size of family," an only child
and a child coming from a large family of seven or more child,ren succeeded in

the nursing program slightly better than did those from other groups; however,
it vas interesting to see also in the next table, Table 21, that the youngest
child in the family showed a much higher incidence of failure or withdrawal than
did the others.

The oldest child, in fact, had the best record although this

same child if in the non-suecessful group was there usually because she was not
interested.

Apparently the youngest child withdrew for reasons of failure

rather than because of dislike or marriage.

This so-called "failure" may indi-

cate, to some extent, however, an immaturity and lack of drive and/or lack of
purpose rather than actual inability to achieve.
Regarding the educational background of parents, several speculations
can be made.

The mothers in this group had slightly more education than did the

fathers, even though more fathers vent to college.

It appeared that the student

nurses 'Whose mothers had some high school education but had not graduated also
had more daughters 'Who did not graduate from the school of nursing.
withdrawal or failure for this group was highest of all groups.

The rate of

It was also

apparent that those girls whose parents had an eighth grade education or less as
well as those girls wose mother had graduated from high school had about the
same rate of dropouts.

The largest disparity occurred in the college category

where it can be noted that the girls whose fathers attended college failed 30
per cent of the time, whereas those whose mothers had some post-high school education failed only 11.6 per cent of the time.

That the mother had a much

stronger influence on the girl and her life goals than did the father seemed to
be one plausible explanation of the various percentages exhibited in this table.

According to the figures, it seemed that the girls uno succeeded came chiefly
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from homes 'Where the fatJler had some high school education but the mother had
graduated from high school, or from homes 'Where parents had but eight years or
less of formal schooling.

If the author may hazard a few probable reasons for

these phenomena, it would seem that where the mother graduated from high school
or college she herself held a higher value on education than did the motJler 'Who
had not completed high school, and this opinion transferred to her daughter, Who
was, therefore, more willing to make the effort to achieve success.

Those par-

ents who had not had the opportunity for more than an elementary school education also held higher education in greater esteem, 'Which point of view had an
influence on the girl.

Or, a girl herself, coming from a low socio-economic

group, either through her mother's urging or her own desire to "make something
of herself," was highly motivated to achieve success in nursing unless too many
obstacles presented themselves.
A slightly better overall picture should be obtained wen parents'
educational background is supplemented by their occupational status.
study, however, only slight trends were noted.

In tJlis

For example, most of the girls,

wether in the success group or in the non-succees group, had fathers who were
employed as laborers or factory workers.

The only occupational group tJlat

showed a definite difference between the success and the non-success group was
the farm group.

This group had a higher proportion of successful daughters

although they constituted only a small percentage of the population in this
sample.

This finding supports the data referred to previously that the students

from tile rural areas appeared to show slightly more stability and drive in
reaching their goals if we measure such persistence by tJte witJtd.rawal-failure
rates.
The largest percentage of mothers (35.4) had not worl<ed before marriage;
a very small percentage had been teachers or nurses; Ule others were divided

~

____________________________________________________________-,M

aIDong factory, office, and miscellaneous occupations.
tion might have been eliminated

This latter classifica-

or roughly categorized with the factory and

office jobs into two occupational groups, one requiring little education and
training and the other requiring more.

Because of the variety of occupations

listed--aides, maids, seamstresses, cafeteria workers, telephone operators,
clerl{s, and the lilte-and the smallness of each group, the author chose the mis...
cellaneous grouping.

From Table 25 the impression may be received that those

mothers who had done office work had more daur)lters in the success group while
those who had engaged in miscellaneous work had daughters who often did not
achieve the success they had hoped for initially.

This latter group of mothers,

it should be pointed out, consisted chiefly of those who had little or no high
school education and thus had to take jobs that did not require epeoialized
training.
Summar.y of Comparisons
From the data submitted in this chapter on the experiential background
of the students in the school of nursing, a graphic comparison between those wo
finished the program and became licensed on the first attempt with those who
drop}~d

out or failed before reaching tileir goal is given below.

Subject to the

limitations of this particular sample and without assumptions as to the reasons
or causes of the phenomena presented, it seems that a typical student operating
tmder the following conditions will have-Hore chance of success if-

Less chance of success if-

1. her high school rank is above
the median;

1. her high school rank is belOlf
the median;

2. she followed an academic or
academic-commercial curriculum;

2. she followed a general curriculum wi til many electives or a
homemaking major;

3. she elected a strong lligh school

3. she elected a

mi- ~-...

or linht
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program--19 units;

program--15 or 16 units;

4. she went to a small high school

4. she attended a large city high

and lived in a rural area;

school;

5. she was the oldest child in the
family or an only child or a
member of a large family;

5. she was the youngest child in

6. her mother was a high school

6. her mother had started but had

the family;

not finished high school;

graduate or post high or her
parents had an eighth grade
education or less;
7. her father followed farming;

7. her father was a laborer or
factory worker;

8. her mother had been a former

8. her mother before marriage had

been employed in occupations
requiring less education and
might be working now also.

office worker or professional
but vas not 'Working now.

These points were considered in the charted profiles that were constructed
later.
A few unique characteristics of those

~10

withdrew because of disinter-

est or to get married may be somewhat indicative of these two types of dropouts
althou~l.

because of the small numbers in each subgroup of the non-successes,

any such statements 'WOuld have to be made with reservations.

In 11igb school

average, the mean of these groups did not differ substantially from that of the
success group.

The four-point variation in mean between the success and the

non-success group was caused by the lower averages of tJlose who failed rather
than by the voluntary dropouts.

This is also true with rank in class and the

marriage group but not ,rltll the disinterested group.

In mean IQ the disinter-

ested group fell slightly below average, perhaps indicative of overachievement
in high school.

The fact that this type of person choso a light or minimum pro-

gram and often worked up to her full potential in ord.er to make acceptable averages in high school and then discovered in the school of nursing situation that
she would have to take a full program in competition with all others may have

..
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caused frustration.

Perhaps in the past she had not been fully aware of her

limi tations •
Those in the marriage grouP. since they differed little from the success
group except that they preferred a lighter program in high school, may have been
people who had the requisite ability and worked. up to par but yet had less motivation or preference for scholastic pursuits, particularly if the possibilit,y of
marriage presented itself before the nursing program had been completed.

On

this point, it yo\ud be difficult to assess a person's value system or to predict 'With any accuracy in which direction a decision may be made.

Too many

human and SUbjective factors clOUd. the issue.
Of those not interested, two-thirds had not done any part-time work
during their high school career; of those who cbose marriage in preference to
finishing tJleir nursing program, 43 per cent had done other than part-time
hospital work.
Other factors. such as minimum programs offered in the bigh schools f
lack of proper guidance. and many other unknown circumstances, may have led to
the selection of light programs, type of curriculum pursued, etc.

For these

reasons, none of the observations made should be regarded as absolute.
writer merely points out trends and posits a possible interpretation

The

~lich

may

be material for futher investigation.
From information gleaned from

ilie

foregoing analysis of ~e experiential

backgro\llld and from the data derived from the validity study, the following
items were then set up in chart form to serve as a screening device:

1. Total PNG score
2. IIigh school average

3. IQ
4. Reading level score

5. High school rank

6. Underachievement
7. No chemi stry
8. Deficient recommendations
9. Light high school
program

10. Youngest child
11. Home conditions
12. Immaturity
13. Lack of illSi~;ht
16. Other
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Two additional ita_, Urban Home and Mother's Education, were included

ini tially in the chart.

Further sifting

o~

the e'ridence after plotting the pro-

files of the success and nOD-success groups led the writer to drop these.
hovever.
For practical purposes, cutoff scores were deter.mined aDd those students
Who fell below a pre-arranged minimum were given·check marks in appropriate
oolumns of the ohart.

In order to determine the cutoff scores, the data caris

of the success group were sorted into types according to PNG scores. SUTP examination soores. and 11igh school averages.

Of the 198 cards, it vas found that 92

students out of 94 'Who soored above 300 on the POO (additive composite raw
score) t and wo had a high school average of 90 or above also made above 500 on
the SBTP, using an averaged composite for the five areas of the test.

Similarly,

students scoring 250 and above on the Pm and with a high school average above'
84 generally scored above 400 on the SMP examination.
eight met this standard.)

(Seventy-two of seventy-

Fourteen students attained the 250 minimum on the pm

but did not reaoh the 85 per oent average.

Likewise, twelve attained an ·85 per

cent nverage but failed to reach the established 250 cutoff on the PW.

stu-

dents scoring below 250 on the PNG and below 85 in high school average were
given checke in the appropriate columns.
}urther perusal of the cards suggested that an IQ of 100 be selected for
our purpose.
column.

Students below this point reoeived a oheok in this partioular

Although the IQ statistioally did not appear to have a substantial

relationship witb the final results in the school

ot nursing or on the SBTP ex...

amination, it did, on analysis. seem to indioate at least some minimal prerequisite for achievement and something of a girl's potential ability when oombined
with other tactors.

l<'or example, a low IQ added to other frustrating or nega-

tive factors would oertainly have some intluence on subsequent behavior or
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performance.

F~r

this reason IQ was .included in the list of factors.

In the same manner. cheeks were _de in the • Average" colUDID for students whose high school record showed a mark below 85 per cent, which, incidentally, vas about one standard deviation from the mean of the group.
Since reading scores showed high correlation vi th success on the 8BTP
examination as 'Well as vi th graduation from the school of nursing, the reading
area was checked for those lacking minimum ability in this skill.

To determine

the level thought necessary for success for the generality of students, the
writer noted that a score of 48 on the, Level of ltoading Test and of 45 on the
Speed of Reading Test, which again was one standard deviation belov the mean of
the sample, apparently sufficed if the total raw score on the pm was equal to
300 or if the high school average reached 84 per cent.

On the other hand. when

the average vas four or five points lower, or when the pm raw score total

liaS

between 250-300. the reading raw score should have been arol.md 52. which according to the national

l1Ol"DI8

given, is near the 50th percentile.

In order to indi-

cate this variation. to signify a PNG score between 250-300 and a reading level
score between 48 and 52 a minus sign vas used in place of a check mark.
Rank was considered, tentatively, and thus a check mark in that column

indicated that the student ranked in the lover half of her high school grad:uating
class. A check of the finished chart, however, indicated that raak in most
instances corroborated the finding listed in the high school average column and
'Would, therefore, be a duplication.

Only in

specific instances could it be

taken as an independent standard by which to judge the candidates, i. e., one
large school seemed to mark considerably lower than the small schools, particularly for students between the 50th and 80th deciles, so that a glance at the
rank proved helpful in.determining several averages between 82 and 85 per cent.
If a student's record on her high school transcript shoved above-average
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IQ but a low grade average, a check vas placed in the column "Underachiever."
Because the Natural Science Test had a low but substantial relationship to success, and. because a study of the transcripts also showed tJlat a girl

wo

had not

taken chemistry in high school vas at a disadvantage in attempting the subject
in the school of nursing, a check vas placed in the column designated "No Chemistry"

if a student had not taken cher:listry in higb school.

Likewise, if a

student received severnl recommendations given with reservations, a check was
made in the appropriate column.
high school pror;ram

Furthermore, if the student had carried a lir;ht

of if ruinor electiveF were chosen in preference to academic

courses, the girl received a check in tllat

desi~ated

colunm.

These cbecks in

columns six to nine were considered of equal value with the minus signs in the
first five columns.

In like manner, a checl, placed in any of the last columns,

ten to fifteen, received the same weight, one-half of those in columns one to
five.

Unfavorable points recorded from the interviev, such as luck of maturity,

of insight, of questionable interest or personality traits, any items that,

mi~t

have a detrimental effect on student achievement and persistency, were indicated
in these last columns.
To show the graphic results of the suggested screening device, eighty
students from the withd.rawal-failure group and the same number trom the success
group were charted

£01'

purpose of cOt:lparison.

The first ten students in alpha-

betic order were selected from each year's graduating class to make up the success group profile.
~10

The eighty from the non-success'[';l;'0up consisted of those

had complete records on all points.

The following charts show concretely

the differences between tbe two t;roups and also the differences wi thin the nonsuccess group.

'l'he greater number of check marks in the non-success group

columns ernphasize the many negative factors that combine to affect scholastic
achievement, motivation. and persistence.

-

100
SUllJllBry

of Profiles

In line with the statistical analysis, which had ahown high school
average to have a high correlation with the average in the school of nursing,
checks on the profile, indicating high achool average below an 85 per eent
and/or higb achool rank below the class median were here alao indioative of
failure; and the absence of checks on the sucoess profile pointed more strongly
to high school average as the best single prediotor.

Only 5 of

~le

80 success

students were below this minimal cutoff point. whereas 35 of the 80 the nonsuccess group attained this doubtful distinction.
Another cbaraoteristic whioh seemed to differentiate the non-success
group from the success group was that the former often had carried a light high
school program.

~lis

meant either a minimum of 15 credits or from 5 to 6 non-

aoademic electives, such as homemaking.
significant as vas shovn in Table 11.

In itself this trait appeared very
Even more discrimination is possible when

this factor is oombined with two or three other weaknesses, such as an IQ below
100. a reading level score below one standard deviation. a record of underachievement. no chemistr.y or a very low average in science, or very poor home
conditions.

These weaknesses showed up particularly in the failure group--those

who failed courses in theory and those who failed repeatedly on the SBTP
examination.
The marriage group, on the Whole, achieved success scholastically.
'I'here were some, of course, who, on the basis of low academic grades in bigh
school, probably found a career less appealing than marriage; others Whose poor
home conditions perhaps precipitated an early marriage; still others who because
of unknown future influences wonld not have been able to predict their own
choice a year or two previously.

As for the disinterested group, lack of insight

and maturity played a

101
part with the decision of some; lack of IIlOtivation with others, as indicated by
checks in the columns "Light Program" or "UDd.erachiev81118nt."
One other item of special impOrt was "Qualified RecotJDendation."

The

principal, in many instances, gave a reliable estimate of a student's weakness,
if not of her strengths.
~le

For example, when lack of persistence was indicated,

point was usually well made.
In short. from the evidence it seems tllat a good student, one with above-

average IQ and an able reader, can overcome disadvantages of a light program, no
chemistry, or even twdemchlevement with proper motivation, but the poor student
of low IQ and poor reading babi ts becomes frustrated vi th the above 8i tuation or
cannot cope with the difficulties.
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Card

No.
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X
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X

x
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x
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X
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x
x

x
x
x

x
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("F" indicates those Who failed in courses; "*F" indicates failure on
SDTP. )

X
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("I" indicates tllose who listed "not interested" or "disliked practice"
as reasons for withdrawal.)

sm·fHARI, CONCLUSION, AND RECmtm.NDATIOlf.)

This study, designed primarily to examine the predictive value of the
National League for Nursing Pre-Nursing and Guidance Test Dattery (NL."'J PNG),
considered relative and combined validities of the battery and of achievement
and

IQ data from the high school transcript in relation to seven criterion vari-

ables:

first-year and final averages in the school of nursing and the five

areas on the State Board Test Pool Exandnation (SBTF).
available from data on file in the school office, were:

The predictor variables.
the American Council on

Education Psychological Exa:mination-T, Q, and L raw scores; Reading Tests:
Level of Comprehension and Speed of Comprehension scores; Natural Science Test
scores; History and Social Studies Test scores;

~Jathematics

Test scores; high

school averages; English averages; scienoe averages; mathematics averages; IQ;
and high school rank-in-class.

The population included eight classes of stu-

dents at the st. Joseph's Hospital School of Nursing.
Zero-order coefficients of correlation and intercorrelation were calculated on an IBM 1410 computer; the DuBois method of multivariate correlational
analysis was used to determine those variables of greatest value in the multiple
and to <letermine differ.ential 'wights for the predictors used.
~lis

To supplement

statistical analysis, a modified case history approach vas used to examine

the records of the withdrawal-failure group in an effort to determine characteristics that may be clues to potential dropouts.
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Summa~

of Findings

'l'he results of the statistical treattllent may be summarized by the
following statements:
Through reference to the Wallace-Snedecor tables 1 it was found that all
obtained coefficients of correlation were larger than the minimum r significant
at the .05 level of confidence; i.e., the obtained r's could arise by chance
when i is zero only five times in 100.

In fact, all but two coefficients, tile

ACB Q vs. Sm'P psychiatric and high school rank vs. SBTP obstetric, were greate1'

than the minimum r significant at the .01 level of confidence.
No single predictor variable showed the highest correlation with all
seven criterion variables.

nigh school average and rank were the best single

predictors on the basis of first-year and final grade averages; A.CE T and/or L
scores correlated best with all areas of the SBTP examination, except in the
psychiatric area where the reading tests achieved first place.
The best combination of tests included the ACE T, the Reading Level, and
the Natural Science tests.

When combined with 11igb scllool average, the Level of

Reading Test contributed more than did the

ACl~

T in rela.tion to the first-year

average in the school of nursing because of the lower intercorrelations.
The History an«l Social Studies Test and the ACE Q score might well be
ignored in the battery; the Hathemaths Test is of doubtful value.

Only when

used with ACE L did the latter produce a higher multiple than any other two-test
combination in relation to averages in the school of nursing; this was due to
the lower intercorrelations between the two tests.

The IQ, as measured by the

various tests, ranked lowest of all transcript data in its relationship to
success

8S

measured by grade averages and the SBTP examination.

lJ. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in PsychologY and Education
(New York: ~fcGraw-Hil1 Rook Gompany. Inc., 1956), pp. 538-39.
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The high tntercorrelations vithin the PNG battery reduced its

~alidity

some-what; particularly those between the ACE T score and the Speed of Reading
Test; the ACE L score and the Speed of Reading Test; the T and the Natural
Science Test; the L and tJle Natural Science Test; tIle

Le~el

of Reading Test and

Speed of Reading Test; the Speed of Reading Test and the Natural Science Test.
Unfortunately, low intercorrelations occurred only within those tests that
seemed to bave minimum relationship with criterion variables.
niere were slightly higher correlations between all predictor variables
and the first-year average in the school of nursing than between predictor variabIes and final average.

Between the former, the coefficients ranged from .314

to .696, vi th a median of .511; between the latter. the range was .266 to .678,
vi th a :.nedie of .399.

The first-year average also showed higher correlations

wi th the SB'lP examination than did the final average.

These validity coeffi-

cients ranged from .403 to .56:! for the former and .362 to .482 for the latter.
For this reason, and since the first- year is the most crucial period of the program (most failures and. dropouts occur at this time). and because the use of .the

SBTP examination scores would necessitate five different prediction formulae,
utilisation of the first-year average as the criterion measure in a regression
equation appeared to be more feasible.

Furthermore. the standard error of esti-

mate vas too large for accurate prediction with the SB'lP scores. 2
Mathematics and science averages on the high school transcript
lower relationships with the test battery than did the English average.

~lowed

The

mathematics average was as useful as tlle mathematics test score. irrespective of
of the type of

ma~lematics

courses taken in high school.

2The SBTP examination scores are standord scores with a mean of 500.
The population in tllis study had means varying from 491 to 530 and standard
deviations ranging from 72.13 to 78.92.
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~------------------------------------------------------------~
The psychiatric area on the SBTP examdnation revealed a distinctly different pattern from the other areas.

\iith all other criterion variables, the

high school average and the ACE '1', or the '1' and the Level of Reading Test, or a
combination of these three provided one of the best multiples; in the psychiatric area, Speed of Reading and the English average or ACJ<l L and Level of Reading gave the most weight to the multiple.

In fact, the Speed of Reading

relationship showed a coefficient of .4381, wIlereas the addition of five more
variables increased the

n

to only .4639.

OI.?e would hope for a higher coeffi-

cient in order to predict with a reasonable amo1.mt of success.
The five variables chosen for the regression equation in predicting
first-year average were. in Ute order of importanoe, high school average t Level
of Reading Test, ACE '1', Natural Science Test, and Speed of Reading Test.

These

yielded a multiple of .7534. which indicates a relatively high relationship with
the criterion.

The first three variables produced a coefficient of .7495, a

decrease of only .0039 points.

Application of the F test to determine w.bether

or not there was a significant difference between these two multiple R's indicated that there was not.

The slight increase that was noted with the addition

of tests (due to high intercorrelations t which point to an overlapping or duplication of factors) when balanced against matters of administrative effort 'WOuld
suggest flInt the three-variable battery could be used effectively.
Although these weighted variables enabled the writer to predict success
in the first year accurately enough for the group that actually succeeded, the
same equation could not be used in forecasting probable averages for those who
eventually dropped out of the program.
operating in the

withdraval-failur~

Since more than scholastic abUi ty was

group. the statistical data

W8.8

combined

wi th more subjective evidence gleaned from the ,personal and educational

114background of the students.

A ffJW striking differences were found in the educa-

tional background and several others were indicated in the home background that
may be worth pursuing further by means of more controlled procedures and larger
samples.
Two-thirds of the nOD-success group had taken a miniumm high school
program, whereas loss than one-fourth of the success group had done

80.

Oon-

versely, only 3.1} per cent of the withdrawal-failure group had taken nineteen or
more units while 26.7 per cent of the success group had elected a maximum
program.
Olosely related to the above finding was the discovery that a higher
failure rate occurred from among those students who had taken a homemaking major
in high school.
AIJllOat 84 per cent of the success group ranked in the upper half of
their graduating classes while only 56 per cent of the withdrawal group had done
so.
There was only a three-point difference in mean IQ of the group_lOS
and 105 respectively; a 4- per cent difference in general average--88 and 84 per
cent respectively.
Students who had no part-time work experience or who had lIOrltod in hospi tals fared equally well in the nursing program.

Those wIto did other types of

part-time work were less successful.
More dropouts came from the larger schools in urban areas and from homes
wllere the l'lGt·her had not completed high school.
Ohildren from large families, the oldest in the family, and an only
child appeared to have more chance for completing the program, particularly when
the parents had not had the opportunity for any high school education or when
the mother had completed secondary school or had some higher education.
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Conclusions
Judging the data derived from the oomparative analysis and. from the
validity study, the investigator ooncluded that no one factor or specific condition, either in educational or home background, led to withdrawal or failure but
rather a oombination of causes and conditions were evident.

The educational

factor can be measured by the ACE T score (or probably by any like scholastic
abUi ty test.-verbal), the bigh school average. and the Cooperative Reading
Level Test.

In fact, the high school average consistently outranked any other

predictor variable for effectiveness in forecasting the school of nursing grade.
This scholastic factor, hovever, must be reinforced by a student's drive and
persistence, which are affected by weaknesses or deficiencies in experiential
and environmental background.

From the charts constructed to show each student'

profile. it can be seen that a single summative score or even a weighted composite is insufficient in predicting success.

It is essential to see the personal-

ity in its totality, view the pattern that has been built up over the years.
From the foregoing evidence, therefore, it is the writer's opinion that,
al~lougb

the NLN

batte~

much to be explained.

has some value in academie prediction. it also leaves

It may serve as a device for salvaging those

'WiIO

have the

requisite capacity for study but who did not live up to their potential in higb
school.

It may be used to re-assess the high school record, especially when the

quality of the high school program is questioned.

Finally, it may serve in

combination with the high school average to predict a likely average in the
first year of the program.

Its use in this instance will reduce the error of

prediction about 34 per cent.

In all three cases, the use of the ACE T and the

Level of Reading Test with the high school average appears to be an economical t
time-saving, and trustworthy means of predicting success.

For more refinement,

the Natural Science Test, and the Speed of Reading Test may be added in a
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tleighted composite.

In this case, the writer favora an additive oomposite used

as part of a profile.

The profile 'Will cogently point to other factors that

should be considered in assessing the probability of success.

A greater number

of check marks in the various columns viII call attention to serious defioieDcies or the need for intensive guidance and counseling if the sohool deoides to
acoept the lower-ability students.
As indicated earlier, it seems, too, that a student with a below-a.verage

IQ may succeed only if other faotors compensate in some degree for this defioienoy--factors such as at least average reading ability, above-average aohievement in high sobool or a very high known degree of motivation.
The implication that perhaps the achievement tests in the battery are
unnecessary except in the reading field follows, to aome extent, the extensive
res.aroh done by Hills 2 in Georgia oolleges where it was found that the use of
five to eight aohievement tests in addition to the College Entranoe Examination
Board Test and the high school reoord added only a negligible amount to the
multiple.
The VTiter reoommends a outting score of 300 on the composite; one of
250 oan be accepted a8 the absolute miniJlJum if high sohool average reaches 85
per oent or higher.

On the other hand, an average of 80 may suffice in some

exceptional instances; for example. when the PNG raw score reaobes 300 or more
or when the Level of Reading is one standard deviation above the mean (roughly
a soore of 60).
The degree of success on the SBTP appears to be influenoed by many
variables not tested by the PNG or by the high school average.

The PNG, for

2John R. Hills, et al., "Admissions and Guidanoe Research in the
University System of Georgia," Personnel and Guidance Journal DOCIX (February,
1961). 452-57.
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example, can prediot in part insofar

rut

verbal factors are aeuured; but scores

on the SBTP examination are also strongly affeoted b,y the stress plaoed on the
various areas in the school of nursing and by extraneous influences a180 operating on the candidate.

Many failures on the SBTP examination may also reveal

veak spots in the ourriculum or point to the fact that the school is accepting
too many students of low scholastic ability_
The lower coefficients between the PNG and the final average could be
due to the fact that the PNG tests as well as the SBrP examination are essentially cognitive in nature and designed to predict academic success while clinical practice (reflected in the final average) involves not only intellectual
abilities and skills but also personality characteristics not tapped by the
testa-.- Moreover, it could also be that assessment of olinical grades, particularly if schools are trying to develop and measure euch traits as self-direction,
critical thinking, sense of responsibility, and eo on, complicates the grading
problem, already one of great subjectivity.
Al though the coefficients obtained in this study between the ACE and the
various areas of the SB'fP examination were somewhat lower than the Schotzko
study. on the whole they' did form a similar pattem.

While Schotzko recommended

the use of the L score with the five areas of the SD'fP becauae thes. coefficients vere, on the average, equal to the T. the writer inclines to the use of
the T score for two reasona:

(I) The cOllplter immediately chose this variable

and discarded the L in the process of selecting variable8 that contributed the
most to the equation; Olld (2) 80me aspect of the quantitative faotor should aid
in prediction, if only to a slight degree.
Reoommendations
Improving the means of selection for admitting

stude~ts

to the progress
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in nursing must be a continuous process; there is no
8llS1{Cr.

on~

solution or permanent

Yearly checks to note the validity of the various crt teria as they

function with the constantly changing stutient body, curricula, and SDTP examinations would seem to be valuable.

It is recommended, therefore, that follow-up

studies be made to d.etemne the long-raDge value of the profiles with the

8~

g8sted cutoff scores particularly in making decisions involving "borderline"
cases.

If the admissions office decides to accept such candidates on a trial

basis. the profiles should indicate to the counselor those areas in which negative factors affect basic nee4s so that she may work more closely with the candidates in guiding them to make satisfactory adjustments.
It is also recommended that follow-up studies be mad.e to see how closely
success as measured by averages in the school of nursing and as measured by the
SBTP examination will be related to success ·on the job" through some valid
objective means of job performance ratings in the clinical areas.
It is hoped that the specific information and suggestions offered for
this hospital school of nursing may also serve as a point of departure for other
schools in evaluating their admission policies and in attempting further
research into some of the questions raised in this study, particularly those
related to the environmental bacl[ground of the withdraYal-failure group.

The

exploration of biographical area in this study and the hypotheses offered may
well serve as a starting point in a statistical check of the total biographical
area.

It Would seem that biographical data in combination with high school

grrules and a valid intellectual ability test should increase predictive
effectiveness.
A study relative to obtaining a more valid type of written recommendation that would more accurately assess a candidate's personality and character
would also be in order.

This should include the types of persons who ought to
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evaluate and recommend the prospective student nurse.
Finally, to increase the holding power of the school, a strong guidance
program, inoluding enlightened recruitment and selection measures, a continuous
orientation program to help the students meet and adjust to new situations as
they appear, and, in particular, able counselors to

WbOltl

the person with doubts

and difficulties will ha.ve recourse, seems to be of primary importance.
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